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INTRODUCTION

CSE's Test Use Project has been gathering information bearing on a

range of test4ng issues fOr students, teachers, administrators,

researchers, and policy makers. It is clear that our schools do a great

deal of student achievement testing, and .some limited information has

already been collected on certain, practices affecting oUr students in some

areas of the country. Until the CSE study, however, we have lacked

information that is riationallY representative "and illustrative of the

entire range of tests being administered, and yet which is sufficiently

focused to be of use in test-based policy matters.

CSE has been concerned, first, that there is a lack of descriptive

data reflecting the entire testing picture--the range of tests being

administered, their associated users and consumers, and the range of

students affected by particular kinds of tests. Second, there is also a

lack of the more inferential utilization data--the primary and secondary

users of test information, the intended and actual uses of test

information, variations in use across users and organizational settings,

the kinds of decisions made on the basis of test information, the kinds of

students thereby affected, and the attendant costs of the testing

enterprise.

Since the inception of the Test Use Project in December 1979, we have

been examining these kinds of issues in a broad framework which defines

testing to include formal tests, both norm- and criterion-referenced;

curriculum-embedded measures; district-, school; and teacher-developed

tests; as well as the more informal measures such as teacher quizzes,
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observations, and other interactions with students. In short, our study

has not aimed at any single kind of test, user, or student. But the study

is alsc sharply focused in this broad framework, and examines some of the

more troublesome aspects of testing: student achievement testing in

language arts and mathematics; at selected grade levels Alere testing may

critically affect large numbers of students and their teachers--fourth and

sixth grades in elementarY schools and tenth grade in high schools.

Finally, information on theSe matters has been primarily reported to us-by

teachers and principals--those who are closely involved in the use of

tests.

The Test Use Project has been proceeding in two overlapping phases.

Phase I, taking place between December 1979 and Noyember 1981, led to the,

collection and analyses of survey data from a national sample of teachers

and principals representing the targeted grades/schools. )7uring Phase II

of the study, which began in February 1981 and will conclude in November

1982, the project is conducting on-site studies in a Imall number of

schools. The primary intention of this phase of the study is to identify

the direct and indirect costs of testing.

The four papers in this report were first presented in an AERA

symposium on test use in New York, 1982. Each of the papers derives from

CSE fieldwork conducted to inform the national survey design and from data

collected in that survey and in current examination of the costs of

testing.

Beginning the report, Choppin discusses the survey's sampling

procedures and offers an overview of some of the main findings: how much

testing is taking place, with what kinds of tests, how they are used, and

6
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their role in teachers' decision making. 1He concludes with ideas about how'

to reduce the amount of testing time while maintaining its relevance for

various audiences.
1

Dorr-Bremme amplifies some of the initial findings and presents them

in a context which views the teacher as praCtical decision maker. This

view of the teacher has implications for the design and implemedtation of

assessment programs in the future.

Burry places CSE's test L4e findings in the context of previous

studies of the phenomenon and relates them to other relevant literature.

He draws implications and recommendations reflecting methodological,'

technical, and organizational considerations to be addressed before.more

efficient assessment programs are considered.

FinaTly, Catterall's paper provides an inquiry into the costs of

testing by discussing cost-accouhting, cost-effectiveness, and cost-benefit

paradigms, and offers an economy of information perspective as a

theoretical model for thinking allt costs and testing.

Taken together, the four papers in the report offer schools ad

districts a fresh vantage point from which to consider how their assessment

programs can be improved to meet a variety of decision audiences.

7iii
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HOW SCHOOLS MAKE USE OF TEST RESULTS

Bruce Choppin

INTRODUCTION

Although the literature contains much information on teachers'

attitudes to tests and testing, and on the use of specific tests, there is

very little published regarding the scale of the total testing enterprise.

It is generally recognized that testing plays an important role in

schooling within the United States--and the impression of educationists in

other countries is that more testing is conducted here than anywhere

else--but finding evidence about precisely how much testing fs done, what

sort of testing, and what use is made of the results has been difficult.

Hence CSE's decision to conduct thfs national survey.

It was clearly not practical to try to include all grade levels and

all subject areas within a'study such as this, so we decided to concentrate

on the basic skills areas, reading and mathematics, in the upper elementary

grades, and on language arts and mathematics at the 10th grade.

SAMPLES

The sampling procedures employed were complex. We needed to obtain a

nayonally representative picture of the uses of testing and had only

limited resources to accomplish this. Teachers were the primary target of
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the survey because they conduCt most of the achievement testing and' are,

there ore, in the best strategic position from which to judge the relevance

of tes ing programs to their own needs. In addition, and in order to

collect formation on relevant contextual variables, the principils of the

selected s hools and district testing officers were also included in the

study.

We drew a probability sample of 114 school districts from the 13,815

listed on a commercial data base ,using five stratifying variables:

geographical region, locale, socioeconomic status of the area, the size of

the school district, and po'licy with.regard to minimum competency testing.

Details are to be found in Table 1.

These five stratifying variables jointly define a 900 cell matrix, bet

when the population of school districts is distributed among them, 544 of

the cells are found to'be empty. ThUs, the sampling strategy required the

choosing of 114 school districts from among the remaining 356 cells. We

employed a lattice sampling technique to select cells from the matrix, and

then simple random sampling to select districts within cell.

Extensive telephone interviews were conducted with the officials

responsible for testing and assessment within each selected school district

in order to establish what the local polici'es in these areas were.

Information was also collected which permitted us to sample two high

schools and two elementary schools in each district.

The principals of the selected schools were contacted, and were sent a

questionnaire to complete themselves and questionnaires for four of their

teachers. In the case of elementary schools, principals were given

9



Table 1

Stratification Employed to Select

Sample of School Districts

3

Stratification

Variable Categories

No. of

Districts in

Total

Population

% of Total

Enrollment in

Category

No. of

Responding

Districts

in Sample

Status on Minimum

Competency Testing

,

MCT not required for

graduation or promotion

(no local option)

2703 19 22

MCT not required but there

are local options
2065 13 17

MCI requtred for graduation

and/or promotion

(no local options)

980 18 21

MCI required for graduation

and/or promotion with local

options

1778 16 16

No MCI program mandated in

1981 at the state level

6289 34 15

Size of School

Dtstrict
Enrollment less than 5000 12061 37 19

Enrollment 5000 - 9999 1059 18 22

Enrollment 10,000 - 24,999 514 18 22

Enrollment 25,000 - 44,999 105 8 9

Enrollment greater than
45,000

76 19 19

ES of Area

Orshansky Index)

Wealthiest 1907 16 15

Middle group 9051 69 61

Poorest 2857 15 15

Geographic Region North East 2718 25 22

South East 1736 24 28

Middl6 5279 27 22

West 4092 25 19

Locale Central City 915 31 33

Urban Fringe 3354 32 27

Non-metropolitan 9546 37 31

1 0



instructions for sampling two 4th grade and twb 6th grade teachers, but

were told how to substitute 5th grade tea4hers if, for some reason, the

quota for 4th or 6th grade teachers could not be met. At the high school

level, principals, were told how to draw samples of two 10th grade English

teachers and two 10th grade mathematics teachers. The sampled teachers

were requested to complete a detailed questionnaire about their use of

tests with the chosen class.

We deliberately undersampled two large strata: those districts with

enrollments less than 5,000, and those with no MT program. This increased

the possibilities for analysis within the other levels, while differential

weighting would still allow the calculation of unbiased estimates of the

national characteristics. In the event, it turned out that the rate of

return from the largest enrollment category was lower than that from the

others, so that the weighting was adjusted to correct for this. Rates of

return from the four regions were also not uniform, with the southeast

states having the highest rate. Again weighting factors solved the

problem.

Although we obtained data from 91 of the selected school districts

(rather more than 80 percent of the target figure) the rate of return from

the principals and teachers was only about 60 percent. We are, therefore,

less confident about generalizing to the national population than we would

like to be. It also became clear that a substantial number of 5th grade

teachers had been included in the elementary school sample and, since a

preliminary analysis revealed no significant differences between the

patterns -of response between 4th, 5th, and 6th grade teachers, it was

4
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decided to pool these. As a consequence of this,i we report results only

for "elementary teachers" rather than for each grade separately.

The rest of.this paper is devoted to a brief overview of some of the

main findings to emerge from the survey; the later papers explore selected

areas in more detail. It should perpaps be pointed out that despite the

modest size of our sample, the complexity of the data collected is such

that we do not expect to exhaust the possibilities for useful analysis for

a considerable time to come.

HOW MUCH TESTING IS TAKING PLACE?

Tables 2 and 3 summarize the results of the survey as far as the total

sample is concerned. Note that at the elementary grades each class

experiences about 10 hours of reading tests and about 12 hours of

mathematics tests during the course of the year. This amounts amounts to

about 5 percent of the total instructional time in those subjects.

In high schools we find a different picture. Tenth grade classes

spend about twice as much time taking tests in these basic skill areas.

they occur more frequently--rather more than once each week. The overall

impact is thus rather nieire than 10 percent of the total available

instructional time for the classe

We asked the teachers to distinguish between: (a) testing they were

mandated to carry out to fulfill state requirements; (b) tests that were

required by district policy; and (c) othet tests givenat the teachers'

initiative or as part of the school asseSsment policy.

2
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Table 2

Time Devoted to Testing in Typical Classes

Total Amdunt af

Class Time Spent

on Testing

per Annum

No. of Test

Sessions for

Typical Student

Average

Length

of Session

Elementary School (Grades 4-6)

--Reading Tests

--Mathematics Tests

9 hrs. 56 min. 22

0

27 min.

12 hrs. 28 min. 23 32 min.

10th Grade English Class 26 hrs. 34 min. 49 '32 min.

10th Grade Mathematics Class 24 hrs. 18 min. 45 33 min.

Table 3

Time Devoted to Required Testing,.

As a Percentage of Total Testing Time

For Typical Classes

Percentage

.Time on Testing

Required by

State

Percentage

Time on Testing

Required bY
Local School

District

Percentage

Testing Time

Devoted to

Non-Required

Tests

Elementary School (Grades 4-6)

--Reading 30 29 41

--Mathematics 21 25 54

WO Grade English Class 12 13 74

10th Grade Mathematics Class 9 14 77

13
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As was to be expected, most time was spent on tests which fell in the

third category, but note in Table 3 the differences between elementary and

high-school patterns. State requirements play a significantly larger role

in the testing of reading in the elementary grades.

WHAT TESTS ARE USED?

Our initial attempts to catalogue the full range of tests being used

by the teachers who fell in our sample was abandoned because of the immense

siie of the task. Many teachers listed as many as ten different testt or

series of tests that they used with a single class and there appeared/to be

no individual test that was used in a majority of the schools that /formed

our sample. Instead, we have settled for a simple categorization Which is

laid out in Table 4, and which first shows minimum competency tests

administered as a part of state education policy and designed either

locally or at a state level. Tests which are included with curriculum

materials (for isistance, unit/chapter, end-of-book, or diagnostic tests),

appear next, followed by commercially published tests, particularly

standardized tests. The last two categories are for locally developed

tests adopted at the district level and for" the teachers' own tests or

other tests developed within the school.

It is this last category of test, the one developed within the school

itself, and usually by the teacher concerned, that takes the greatest

proportion of the total time devoted to testing. This is especially true

14
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Table 4

Types of Test Used,

As a Percentage of the Vaal Time

Devoted to Testing

,

TYPE OF TEST

Elementary

Teachers

10th

Grade

English

Teachers

10th

Grade

Mathematics

TeachersReading Math

Tests which form part of a

statewide assessment program

3 3 5 1

I.

_Required Mirimum Canpetency Tests 1 2 1 1

Tests included with curriculum

materials

28 35 8 17

Other cannercially published tests. 17 18 6 3

Locally developed and district

adop;ed tests

13 8 5 2

SchOol or teacher developed tests 37 35 74. 76

,
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/
t the hi7gh school level; where three-quarters of all the testing appears

to,be of this type. Apart from this, it is notable that the tests included

with cUrriculum materials appear to play a prominent role in mathematics

/

clas5es.

The total amount of time devoted to statewide assessment programs and
/

/

required minimum competency tests appears small. The figures presented in
/

/

this table are averaged across all the teachers in our survey including
/

/those in states without any MCT program, but even if the analysis is

/

,
restricted to those states where minimum competency tests are used, the

/ proportion of time spent on them is still small.

'Where minimum competency tests are required, less than 3 percent of

the testing time in the elementary schools and 2 percent of the testing

time in secondary schools is taken up with these tests. Where MCTs are

available,but not required, they absorb less than 1 percent of the total

testing time.

The picture with regard to statewide assessment programs is similar.

For example, they absorb no more than about 3 percent of the total testing

time at the eleMentary level (or about 45 minutes on average per year for

reading and mathematics combined). At the high school level, 10th grade

English assessment programs absorb an average of 75 minutes and mathematics

programs, on average, 30 minutes. It is clear that the impact of these

programs on school instruction cannot be fairly judged in terms of the

addiitional testing burden they impose which competes for regular class time

wi h instruction itself. Rather, as we shall see, the impact is to be

9
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measured by the pressures that teachers report concerned with the need to

preparestudents for these tests.

HOW ARE TESTS USED

All schools use tests to a greater or lesser extent. Teachers in the

United States use routine testing for three main purp6ses: to motivate

students to study harder; to provide themselves and the students with

feedback about the success or failure ,of 'recent learning; and to provide

some quantitative data-base for generating grades. Of course the second

and third of these activities fuel the first. It is the explicit.link

between the testing and the subsequent feedback and grades that motivates

the students to study harder. Teachers all around the world use tests for

these same purposes, although the balance between the diffeent types of

feedback offered, and the importance attached to grades, varies from

culture to culture. American teachers, in contrast to those elsewhere,

tend to-emphasize the importance of grades.

For those tests which teachers said they were required to give, either

by their school district or state policy (and for brevity, I shall refer to

these as mandated tests from now on), the test scripts themselves are

typically sent on to the school district or state authority as

appropriate. Remember that these tests absorb about one-half of the total

testing,time in the elementary grades and one-quarter of the total by grade

10. Of course the teacher may make some some direct use of these results

before they are turned in, but an important question for us was whether or
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not the teachers believed that the results were used higher, up the

administrative pyramid.

We asked the teachers a number of questions about the use of test data

by their school,authorities and the results are summarized in Table 5.

At the elementary levei it seems that most principals do use test

scores to identify topics that need extra emphasis, and that they follow

this up with some sort of check on the teachers' response (by observing

classes, by reviewing the teachers' plans, or by having the teacher write

specific reports). P _he secondary level, this is less frequent, but is

something that the majority- of the teachers say happens at least

sometimes.

Almost 90 pe'reent of the elementary teachers and about two-thirds of

the secondary teachers reported that some test scripts were turned over

directly to the district. However, there is a considerable difference

between the reported experience of elementary and 10th grade teachers in

respect of these tests. More than half the elementiry teachers agreled

that the results of these tests were returned to them soon enough so that

they could use them to modify instruction for some or all of the students

in the class, and four-fifths of these teachers said that the format in

which the test results Were returned was useful. Py contrast, only a third

of the secondary teachers reported that the test results came back soon

enough to be useful and 45 percent of them stated that the result format

used gave them little useful information. Seventeen percent of the

secondary teachers who sent test scripts to their school district claimed

that the district did not return the results at all.

18



-USE OF RESULTS

My principal (or the sc ool
administration) ...

... reviews test score
skill or content areas
.emphasis.

Table 5

Teachers' Reports on the Extent to Which_
the School Makes Use of Test Results

to identify
that need extra

cheas that I am jmphasizing the
, ateas identified by t st scores

; needing it.

... requires me to tuirn in the scores
or grades on the testis that I routinely
gri,ye my classroom. I

avaluates my tea hing on the basis
of test scores and/th establishes

pecific test-score Igoals for my
.tudents and me to eet.

9

Percentage of teachers reporting that the activity.

happens routinely
occurs sometimes
but not often

does not happen
at afi

Elementary 10th Grade
Teacher ,Teacher

I

Elementary
Teacher

10th Grade
Teacher

Elementary
Teacher

10th Grade
Teacher

38 13 49 51 13 36

32 22 48 50 20 28

18 11 18 18 64 71

5 2 23 14 72 84
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Finally, note that according to Table 5, more than a quarter of the

elementary teachers feel that they are evaluated in terms of the test

scores of their students. This is almost certainly an inappropriate uSe of

test scores and a poor way to approach such evaluation. However, the

teachers may be unduly sensitive in this area. Our survey suggests that

elementary school principals in general do not regArd test scores as

playing any significant role in teacher evaluation.

DO TESTS HELP THE TEACHER MAKE DECISIONS?

What of the decis'ions that teachers themselves need to make durtpg the
.\

courSe of a school year? We asked the teachers to rate the importance of

different sources of information, such as: scores on vairous types of

tests; their own direct ob'servations of students; their previous experience

of teaching; and comments, reports, iand grades received from previous

teachers. We asked teachers (a) about decisions they made in planning their

courses at the beginning of the year, (b) aboUt the initial grouping of

students,(c) about moving students from one group to another during the

course of a year, or providing remedial or accelerated wok, and (d) about

decisions concerning the students' report card grades.

Burry's paper later in this report will explore these results in much

more depth, but two general findings emerge.

The first is that for both elementary and secondary teachers, the

teachers of reading and those of math, and for all four types of decision,

there is a common and consistent pattern. The teachers give most weight to



their own observations and to the students' class work. Next 1,in importance

come the tests that the teachers themselves have composed. Third come

tests provided with the curriculum materials. These congistently come out

ahead of scores on standardized tests, district continuum or minimum

competency tests, statewide assessment tests, etc.\

The second finding is that while this, pattern is consistent, the

differences in the weights accorded to the different forms of.evidence are

comparatively small for decisions concerning initial planning, placement,

and grouping of students. For these decisions all som4es of information

listed were rated as at least fairly important. However, for students'

final grades the determining factors were clearly the teachers' own

observations, 'Istudent classwork, and the results of the teachers' own

tests. The other types Of information were far less important. This wouldl

seem to suggest that despite the teachers' expressed belief in, and respect

for, the high quality of commercially published tests and tests originating .

at the district level or above, they also have a high regard for theW own

competence as testers. It is also reassuring that they put more faith in

their own observations than in any particular test score.

REDUCING THE TIME SPENT ON TESTING

While the primary purpoge of this paper has been to provide an

overview of the survey results, I will cOnclude it with some 9eneraT

remarks.

0.2
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The substantial amount of testing that goes on in our schools can be

divided into two man categories. The first comprises the testing that is

organized and executed by the individual teacher with the primary purposes

of motivating the students and generating,grades for them. The second is

the category of mandated testing which covers all those activities required

by school district or siate policy which are aimed at evaluating the

effectiveness of the core educational system. The quantitative data on

performance developed from these tests has potential for decision making at

levels above the individual classroom.

For the most part, the non-mandated testing that teachers organize and
\

run by themselves appears \to be working well. Teachers clearly put

\

considerable trust in the results of their own tests, and make extensive

use of them.

The functioning of mandated testing appears in general less

satisfactory. There is room for discUssion about the extent to which this

effectively serves current policy requirements, and in places there is room

for doubt that the scores from such testing are used intelligently (or even

used at all).

One way of,increasing the overall efficiency of the schools might be

to reduce the tcAal time devoted to tests thereby releasing some ,idditional

time for regular instruction. In our data there is no evidence that

teachers would wish, in general, to reduce the time they spend giving their

own tests, but at the moment these tests serve the teacher's own needs,

but not those of policymakers at the district and state level. If there is

03



to be progress, perhaps it lies in the direction of the making the

teachers' own tests more useful to the policymakers so that separate

programs of mandated testing could be reduced or abolished. One approach

to this might be to give teachers access to .calibrated item banks,

especially if this were combined with schoolwide or districtwide record

keeping systems that kept track of all student test data. The information

necessary for school, district, or state reporting could then be extracted

from existing records without the need for additional testing sessions. If

this information was to be credible, then teachers would need to be

convinced that test scores were not being used to evaluate their own

performance (a step that I would advocate in any event).

Item banks of the scope needed to make this type of scheme function

are being developed. In a few districts (Portland, Oregon and Los Angeles

County come to mind), they are already operational. A more urgent priority

now is the development of effective data banking systems within schools

that would facilitate the aggregation and interpretation of test data for

the purposes suggested above. The current invasion of our schools by

micro- and minicomputers suggests that solutions to the technical aspects

oif this problem are now available, but the design of an effective

"comprehensive information center" for schools will be no easy task.

0 4
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ASSESSING STUDENTS: TEACHERS' ROUTINE

PRACTICES AND REASONING

Donald W. Dorr-Bremme

INTRODUCTION

American educational organizations (schools, school districts, etc.)

have been called "loosely-coupled systems" (c.f. Deal, 1979, Meyer & Rowan,

1978, Montjoy & O'Toole, 1979). Schooling in the United States !has been!

described as "pre-industrial--a cottage industry" (Dawson, 1977). And

teachers in claslrooms have been likened to "street-level bureaucrats"

(e.g., Weatherly & Lipsky, 1977). These metaphors call attention to the

relative autonomy of the classroom teacher in a multi-leveled, decision-

making hierarchy, a hierarchy in which participants at each level have

interests and concerns that only partially overlap, only sometimes

coincide. In such a system, innovation tends to be mbre enduring not when

it is imposed frop the top down, not when it is generated from the bottom

up, but when it is planned and implemented conjointly by partitipants at all

levels (Berman & McLaughlin, 1978).

All this bears om the development and implementation ,of testing pro-

grams. It suggests that if thosel who choose testing programs and/or develop

tests want those programs and testt to be useful for teachers and used in

classrooms, they must (at the very least) take into account teachers' per-

spectives on the assessment of student achievement.

But what are teachers' perspectives on the assessment of student

achievement? How do teachers think and reason about evaluating students'

,

00
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performance and progreis? What methods, what processes and tools, do they

routinely employ in making sense of how students are doing academically?

,Up until now, there has been little systematically gathered information to

answer'such questions and the few studies that have asked them have focused

on teachers' attitudes ',and practices with regard to standardized tests

(e.g., Airasian, 19791 Airasian, Kelleghan, Madaus & Pedulla, 1977; Goslin,

1967; Resnick, 1981; Stetz & Beck, 1979. Also refer to Burry elsewhere in

this report) ; Through the last two years, however, CSE has gathered and

analyzed data on teachers' attitudes toward and uses of a broad range of

types of tests and other assessment techniques. This paper reports some of

those findings. More specifically, it (1) presents an analysis of teachers'

routine thinking and practices in assessing students, then (2) outlines

some implications of that analysis for the development of testing policy,

and programs, especially at the local level, i.e., in schools and school

districts.

THE DATA BASE

The findings discussd'here are based on data gathered in two ways.

' During the CSE test use,project'E first year, comprehen-
sive semi-structured interviews were conducted with 80 ed-
ucators in nine schools, three each in three school dis-
tricts located in different states and geographic regions
of the couftry. The districts and the elementary and
secondary schools visited varied in size and demographic
setting. Eadh of the interviews lasted between a half-
hour and an hour and focused on assessment in the basic
skills areas, reading/English, language arts and mathema-
tics. Included among the interview respondents were 44
classroom teachers (22 elementary, 22 high school) as well
as elementary school instructional specialists, high
school math and department chairpersons, counselors,
principals, and other school administrators. Their
remarks were tape recorded, transcribed, and zoded using
inductively developed categories.
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O During the project's second year, quesionnaires were
mailed to teachers and principals in a nationally repre-
sentative sample of school districts and schools. Some

486 qpper elementary grade teachers and 365 high school
English and math teachers responded to this survey. (See

Choppin elsewhere in this report for fuller details on the

survey methods.)

I also refer in Joassing to data tollected in an earlier CSE study of

testing and test use (Yeh, 1978) conducted via self-administered question-

naires in 19 schools in five California school districts. Some 256 ques-

tionnaires were returneu 4 teachers in grades K-6 in this study and the

data they produced were reanalyzed in the process of planning for the na-

tional survey.

The findings from the national survey and from the on-site interviews

are completely consonant, even though they derive from data that were ga-
,

thered using entirely different elicitation frameworks. Ih the following

discussion, I interweave the survey and interview findings, drawing upon

their mutually complementary strengths.

THE FINDINGS: HOW TEACHERS ROUTINELY THINK AND ACT

IN ASSESSING STUDENT ACHIEVEMENT

I turn now to the question, how do teachers routinely think and act in

assessing student achievement? In answer to that question, the findings of

the CSE test use project suggest that teachers think and act as practical

reasoners and decision makers. That is, as they go about the business of

, determining how the students in their class(es) are doing:

O They orient their activities to the practical tasks they
have to accomplish in their everyday routines and do so in

light of the practical contingencies and exigencies that
they.face.

2, 7
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0 And, as they do, they make sense '1of student's academic

performances cltnically. They take/ into account all the

"data" at hand "in this particular Situation." Then, they

interpret these data based on what "everyone" who is a

member of the world of educational practice knows about

what things mean and how things work in classrooms.'

That teachers do think and act in these ways to carry out student

assessment is evident in the following test use project findings.

(1) In interviews, teachers report their uses of test re-

sults as serving most heavily the functions that are

most central to teaching-as-practica.

In the.on-site interviews, teachers were able to describe with minimal

cohstraints how they used test results and "data" from other assessment

techniques. The purposes they most frequently cited were those that consti-

.tute their mot essential work: deciding what to teach and how to teach it

to students of different achievement levels; keeping track of how students

are progressing and how they (the teachers) can appropriately adjust their

teaching; anci evaluating and grading students on their performance (See

Table 1). Clearly, these are the,day-to-day routines of teaching.

Less frequently, respondents mentioned using assessment 'results in

deciding to refer students who need special instruction and to counsel,

advise, and direct students. These are important teaching responsibilities,

but ones that serve to support or facilitate more bavic instructional work.

'These ways of describing what teachers do and think may sound a bit odd.

If they do, it is because they'come from a perspective that is not widely

represented in the field of education or educational research: a branch or

"school" of sociology known as ethnomethodology (e.g., Cicourel, 1974;

Garfinkle, 1967; Mehan & Wood, 1975). Ethnomethodologists have studied how

people do what they do in a variety of institutional sectings; how juries

make decisions (Garfinkle, 1967); how policemen on the beat decid? that

something seems amiss (Sudnow, 1972); how attendants in psychiatric wards

-decide-how -tc---handle-patients_.(Wood,. 1968); how educators place students in

particular programs and classrooms (Kitsuse & Cicourel, 1963; Leiter, 1974);

and so on. Ethnomethodogists' conceptualization of members of social groups

as practical reasoners and decision makers is based on this kind of re-

search. 'Thus, the analysis presented here--the view that teachers act as

practical reasoners and decision makers as they go about evaluating stu-

dents' performance--is not as unusual as the terminology makes it sound. In

fact, it is -an analysis grounded in a theor4t4cal framewok derived from a

substantial amount of research.



Table 1

Types of Tests and the Uses orThele ResultS(Thterview Data, n=44)
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Counts:
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1 0

0 2

2
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3
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4 0
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5 0
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1 2
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0 1

1
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P.

3 0
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4 4

8 0

2
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0 9

13
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15 17
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2
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1 2
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1 0
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2 0
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1 1

2

0 7

7

1 0 .

1 0

0

1

1 7 14
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Total Citations 29 14
43

53 5
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19 0

19

3 9

12.
2 8

10

3 14

12

46 55
10 1

10

11

1 54

75

21 224 127
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Use of test results in such tasks as comparing groups of students and

reporting to those at higher levels of the school and district organiza-

tional hierarchy were rarely mentioned. These matters are not in themselves

/unimportant. The reporting of scores to the school board, for instance, ma Y

/
be of considerable moment for the principal. Comparing classrooms or

schools is often of central concern to district administrators and proglam

/coordinators. And these reports and comparisons may ultimately have an im-

pact on teachers' daily professional lives. It is not that these'activiities

/
are inherently trivial, then, that makes them non-salient for teacher/s; it

is their Temoteness from teachers''practical tasks that makes them so.'

(2) The means of assessment on which most teachers rely
most heavil,y are those which facilitate the accomplish- /

ment of their routine activities Under the exigencies /

they face. /

Reanalysis of data from an earlier CSE test use study (Yeh, 19/78) found
i

.

i
,

among 256 elementary schj teachers surveyed that of all the 1tests they

gave to their students, teacher-made tests figured more heavily/than others

/
in teachers' classroom decision making. The reanalysis also dis/ covered that

for assessing student progress teachers relied heavily on interactions with

and observations of students.

/

On-site interviews supported and elaborated these finOings. The 44

teachers interviewed collectively cited 351 uses for nine

/

t.lypes of assess-

ment techniques. (Refer again to Table 1.) They report71 more uses (101)

and more kinds of uses for their own, self-constructed te,tts and major as-

signments, e.g., essays, reports, etc., than for any oth!r assessment type.

Uses for other, less formal, teacher-developed strategiespeer evaluation,

oral exercises, conferences with students, consultations with students' for-

mer teachers, etc.--were mentioned next most frequentl (75 times) followed

by curriculum-embedded tests available commercially or constructed by the

31
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local school districts (63 times). , Furthermore, in schools in each of the

three districts studied, the aforementioned-types of assessment techniques

mere those in which students spent the greatest proportions of their total

assessment time.

NationaLsurvey results dramatically confirmed the generality of these

findings for both elementary and secondary teachers. Teachers were asked to

rate information from various sources (tests and others) as crucial, impor-

tant, somewhat important, unimportant, or not available for conducting four

routine decision-making activities. For initially grouping or iplacing stu-

dents in a curriculum, for changing students from one group or curriculum to

another, and for assigning grades, nearly every survey respondent reported

that "my own observations and students classwork" was a crucial or iMpor-

tant source of information (Refer to Tables 2 and 3). The great majority of

respondents also indicated that the results of the tests they themselves de-

veloped also figured as crucial or important in these same decisions. Many

,
elementary school teachers also- responded that the "results of tests inclu-

-ded with the curriculum being used" figured heavily in their planning of

teaching and in placing and changing the placement of students. Far lower

percentages of teachers rated the other types of information listed as cru-

cial and important in carrying out any of these three activities.

Looking over all these findings, it is evident that the types of

assesssment that most teachers rely most heavily on have three character-

istics in common:

° Immediate accessibility; teachers can give them when they

THOCTe" and see the results promptly

--9.---Prox4mi-ty---between their_ intended _purposes and teachers'

practical activities

0 2
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0 Consonance from teachers' vrspectives, between the

/content they cover and the clntent taught.

Each o

I

these features responds to the exigencies of teachers' practical
1

circumstances.

Trachers must accomplish their instructional ww*--initial planning,

distrilbuting ntudents, teaching, continued planning, evaluating--within a

temporal structure to which are attached normative expectations. Teaching

units marking periods, semesters, schuol years--these and other divisions

of school time each have inherent points of ctosure. 8y those end-points,

gi ve amounts of learning are expected to be accomplished. Thus, time

preTs; teachers and their students must "progress;" decisions most often

cannt wait (c.f. Jackson, 1968; Sarason, 1971; Smith &Geoffrey, 1968).

I

INot only is teaching time rapidly moving, it is also very full.

Teache'rs interviewed during the exploratory field.work were asked to detail

the time they spent on various job-related'activities in a normal school

wee . When their estimates were aggregated, elementary teachers' estimates

ave aged 357 hours a year spent outside the classroom, or about nine hours
,

1

eac week during the school year. High school tteachers, on the average,

seemed to be spending 600 hours a year or about 15 hours a week, on

1

jo -related tasks outside the classoom. And, of course, classroom time

itself is constantly busy. Thus, teachers use means of assessment that are

imTediately accessible--that can be employed at the appropriate moment in

the flow of on-going instruction, and for which results are quickly

av

I

The decisions that they make matter, in varying degeees, t students' educa-
_ _

I

tfonal futures and life changes. Minimum competency laws, as\well as court

33 s i its filed for "failure to educate," testify to the social pressures thatl

boar upon teachers. That teachers recognize these pressure and strive to

I

alt with consonant concern and effort is evident (e.g., Lorti 1975).

ilable.

Teachers also operate in an environment of accountaility and concern.
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Thus, teachers use assessment techniques that they feel accrately mea-
1

sure what has been taught, that measure the effects of the inst'ructlon that

they believe they have given. And 'inresponse to both time and account-

!

ability demands, as well as to their, own coricern with assessing accurately,

they employ measures which match with the practical activities they must

accomOsh. In this regard, both the reanalysis and the field work found

that teachers frequentfy use curriculum-embedded placement tests for place-

\ \
ment and self-constructed and curriculum-embedded unit tests 'for tracking

students' progress, for 'assessing performance on a unit, and for grading

students. Thel explorator y. on-site viisits also\ discovered heavy use by

:instructional spectalists Cremedial reading teacher, teachers'of the learn-
.

ing disabled, etc.), of normed diagnostic tests, the Sucher-Allred and

\

the Bergantz Inventory of Basic Skills, for diagnosing individual learning

'( problems and developing individualized programs.

In summary, the assessment techniques teachers seem to use most
!

teacher-made tests and assignments, curriculum-embedded tests, and

especially the phenomenological data on students' performance that teachers

gather daily in classrooms--respOnd to the Practical exigencies teachers

,

face and the routine tasks they must accomplish. In their use of these

means of evaluating student achievement, teachers reveal themselv as

practical reasoners and decision Makers in their, everyday profeslsonal

lives.

(3) \When test results are differentially important for

'teachers, their importance varies with their

responsiveness to the practical exigencies that

'surround the task at hand.
NN

As Tables 2 and 3 display, teachers rarely find standardized re-

sults important in deciding on students' report card grades. However, sub-

stantially greater proportions of teachers report that they give standard-

\

ized test resUlts important consideration when it comes to planning their

34



Table 2

'Elementary Teacher bie of Assssment Information for Different Decision-making Purposes

'p)ercentages reporting use of this fnformation as crucial or important for the specified purpose)

;

Snurce/Kind\of Information

\

Prey! s teacher,s ccolents,

report grades \

Students standaraized test scotes

Students' Scores on\district con-

tinuum or minimum c peten0 tests

\

My previous teaching experience

\

Results of test's iflc1ued witn

curriculum being Used \

\

Results of other special\place-

\
ment tests

\ \

Results,of special tests developed

or chosen by my sChool \

esults of tests I 'make up
\

own observations and stud nts'

clssroom work

Planning Teaching Initial Grouping Changing a Student

\
at Beginning of or Placement of from One Group or

School Year' Students Curriculum to Another

Reading Math Reading Math Reading, Math

57 52

57 54

51 47

\

94 ' 94

Deciding on

Students' Re-

mitt Card Grades

Reading Math

62 55 x x

57 52 55 53 17

50 45 45 39 20

x x x x

78 67 83 82 75

61 56

56 52 42

80 86 78 85 92

96 97 99 99 98

16

18

,x

\71

42

95

98

IN1



Table 3

High School Teacher Use of-Assessment Information for Different Decision-making Purposes

(Percentages reporting use of this information as crucial or important for the specified purpose)

Source Kind of Information

Previous teachers convents,

reports, grades

Students' standardized test scores

Students' scores on district con-

tinuum or minimum canpetency tests

my previouscteaching experience

Results of tests included with

curriculum being used

Results of other special place-

ment tests

Results of special tests'developed

or chosen by my school

Results of tests I make up

my odn observations and students'

classroom worke3.1

'

Planning Teaching

at Beginning of

School Year

English Math

28 29

99 97

Initial GroupinT

.or Placement of

Students

English Math

34

49

47

45

\42

Changing a Student

from One Group or

Curriculum to Another

English Math

40

30 62 39

36 53 36

35 58 43

26

b0 31

77 92 91

93 99 97

Deciding on

Students' Re-

port Card Grades

English' Math

12 8

9 5

44 31

34

99 99

99 95

1\3
03

3S



teaching at the beginning of the year. Standardized test scores also figure

as crucial or important for many teachers as they go about the business of

distributing and re-assigning students to instructional groups arid

curricula.

In the context of grading, standardized tests have qualities that are

exactly the opposite of tho§e assessment results that most teachers rely on

most heavily. The classroom teachers interviewed, for instance, complained

that standarslized test scores for their current class(es) arrived in their

hands too late in ttle school year to be of any use. In many cases, teachers

never got them for this year's students: their results arrived the follow-

ing fall. Many interviewees also noted that the scores provided little

diagnostic information; others pointed out that the content of such tests

overlapped only partially with what they were teaching. As usually

Scheduled and employed, then, standardized tests lack immediacy of access-

ibility. Their purposes are not perceived as proximal to teachers' everyday

tasks (as one,respondent put it, "they're for comparison, not diagnosis of

my kids' weaknesses and strengths"). And many teachers perceive a poor fit

between what they teacN and what standardized tests cover.

Nevertheless, in the context of another activity, more teachers find

standardized test results useful. At the beginning of the year, teachers

can drop into the office and check the standardized test scores of their new

class(es) as they plan what to teach and how to pace their teaching through

the opening weeks of the semester. And where standardized scores are re-

ported on the class rosters that teachers receive at the beginning of a new

semester, some teachers interviewed said that they skimmed the scores, noted

those student scores that deviated sharply from most students' scores on the

list, then visited counselors to check on the placement of the students in
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question. Thus, depending upon the context--i.e., on the activity at hand

and the range of information available--the scores of a given the of test

may or may not meet teachers practical needs. In'those contexts where they

do, teachers take them into account. In those contexts where they do not,

teachers _generally disregard them.

The points made in the foregoing discussion add further detail to the

portrait of the teacher as practical reasoner and decisionmaker.

Given the way the teachers' everyday world is organized, standardized

tests are often impractical as sources of information. The scores they pro-

vide cannot be used in the work that constitutes day-to-day teaching --

tracking students' progress through units, adjusting instruction to fit on-

going achievement, assigning grades, etc. But, when practical circumstances

allow and on those occasions where practical needs arise, teachers do treat

standardized test results as important information. Thus, viewed from with-

in "the world known in common and taken for granted" by teachers, teachers'

demeanor toward and actions regarding standardized test scores make practi-

cal sense.

(4) For iven activities and deisions, teachers most often
use t e results o various types o assessment tech-

niques collectively. Scores from one test or one type

of test rarely serve alone \as the basis for

accomplishing a task.

The on-site interviews indicated that teachers most often consider the

results of several types of assessmeht techniques in carrying out a particu-

lar task. On the 351 instances in which teachers interviewed cited their

uses for particular test scores and other as'sessment results, in 237 cases

1

the scores and results were used as one of many information sources (See

Table 4). Reanalysis of Yeh's (1978) research discovered the same phenom-

enon. In both pieces of research, which CSE, used to plan test use project

4 0



Instances

Mentioned

by

44 Teachers

Table 4

Overall Patterns of Assesment Results Use: Interview Data

Functional Importance

Sole Source

of One of One of

Information Several Major Many Verification Not

Consulted Sources Sources Source Used

18

(5.1%)

65 237 10 21

(18.5%) (67.5%) (2.8%) (6.0%)

41

31

.1"

Total

351

(100%)
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activities, it also became evident that teachers often revise decisions made

on the basis of test scores in light of their ongoing experience with chil-

dren in the classroom. Other research reports similar patterns of action by

teachers (e.g., Airasian, 1979; Salmon-Cox, 1980; Shumsky & Mehan, 1974;

Kitsuse & Cicourel, 1963; Leiter, 1974).

Once again, the results of the national survey substantiate these

earlier project findings. This is indicated in the distribution of survey

responses to those qu'estions that ask teachers to report on the importance

of different types of assessment information. (Refer to Tables 5 and 6.)

Extremely high proportions of both elementary and' secondary teachers'

reportedgiving at least some importance to each type of information listed

under three of the decision-making activities: initial planning, initial

grouping and placement of students for instruction, and reassignment of

students to,different grouOings and curricula. One need not examine the

response patterns of individual teachers, then, to ascertain that the vast-

majority of them take a wide variety of kinds of assessment information into

account in making each of these three types of instructional decisions. A

glance at Table 7 shows more.. Not only do survey respondents indicate that

they consult several sources of information in students' achievement in

making a particular insfructional decision, they also report thinking that

many kinds of assessment techniques give them 'crucial and/or important

information.

Put another way, it does not seem as if teachers base their decisions

primarily on one kind of assessment information, then look to others merely

for confirmation or the sake of form. Rather, they appear to weigh various

kinds of data on student achievement and to make sense of what the data mean

more-or-less holistically. If this is in fact the case, it is a practice

4 2



Table 5

Proportion of Elementary Teacher Respondents Indicating Use of Information as
if

"Somewhat Important," "Important," or "Crucial" for Each Task'

Sourcaind of Information

Previous teachers' comments,

-r-eports-,--gfIclet--

Students' standardized test scores

Students' scores on district con-

tinuum or minimun competency tests

ft/ previous teaching experience

Results of tests included With

curriculum being used

'Results of other special place-

ment tests

Results of special tests developed

or chosen by my school

Results of tests I make up

43
My own observations and students'

classroom work

Planning Teaching

at Beginning of

School Year

Changing a S'ffde-d" CR-i-ding on

Initial Grouping from One Group or Students' Re-

of Students Curriculum to Another port Card Grades

-75-- x x

92 91 89 43

92- 91 90 55

100 x
,.,

x x

98 97 93

x 96

x x 96 81

x 96 97 99 4
4.C.J

CA)

x 99 100 100
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Table 6

Proportion of High School Teacher espondents Indicating Use of Information as

"Somewhat Important," "Ilportant," or "Crucial" for Each Task

Changfilg a Student-

from One Group or

Currtculum to Another

Source/Kind of Information

at.8eginningiof

School Year/

Initial Grouping

of Students

Deciang-cin

Students"Re-
port Card Grad&

Previous teachers' comments,
75reports,'grades 71

Students' standardized test scores 77 76 86 24

-

Students' scores on district con-

tinuum or mdnimum competency tests 18 78 83 26

My previous teaching experience 100

Results of tests included with

curriculum being used 83 87 68

Results of other special place-

ment tests

Results of special tests developed

or chosen by my school 84 61

Results of tests I make up 97 98 100

CA)
41%

MY own observations an& students'

classroom work 99 100 99

4 5
,6



Table 7

Proportion of Teachers who Report Considering Many Ty s of Assessment InformatiOn

Critical/Important for Given Ac4iities

Planning Teaching Initial Grou lrg

at Beginning of or Placement lof Chan4ing 'Group-

School Year Students
j

ing,dr PlaceMent

Number of Sources of Infonnation

Given in Question on Survey 4 7

Number of

14mly" fo

Analysis

Sources Defined as

Purposes of this

of Elementary Tekhers
wit jndic ted That at teast this

manyltin idned as Critical and/or

Important for the Given Activity

I

Proportion of High School Teachers

3

50%

33%

Deci on.

Repo Card rN,
Grade

4 4

71%

47%

62% 40X

20%

C.A.)



typical of clinical professions. The sociologist Homans (1950) long ago

pointed out:

Clinical science is what a doctor\uses at his

patient's bedside. There, the doctor cannot

afford to leave out of account anything in the

patient's condition that he can see or test...It

may be the,clue to the complex...In action we

must always te Clinical. An analytical science

is W understandtng-but-not-for-action-.

More recently Friedson (1970) has outlined'other features of what he calls

\

the "clinical mentality." He underscores that "the\ tlinician is prene in

time to trust his own accumulation of personal first-hahd e pprience" and to

be "particularistic," emphasizing the uniqueness of individta cases. This

is evident in teachers' consistent reliance on the evidence of their per=

sOnal, interactive experience with and observation of children in the class-
/

room. It is also evident in many interviewees' remarks about

Sults of one test or one type of test--or even tests in general--',cann,ot be

trusted without reference to everyday experiential evidence.

I don't rely heavily on a lot of the test scores

because I find that...some students are test takers

and other are not...some students can handle the

forMit-,-thre tfrnemwt, '(but in--many- -cases) -students-

are capable of more,than teSt sdo-reSihaw.

I hate to say it, but I'd say about a third of these

students don't give it their best shot. They feel

there's nothing in it for them. There's no grade for

it; there's no use for it--so they don't care.

If I see there are certain kids having trouble I may

look at their folders and find out about them. But I

try not to be swayed by somebody else's judgement...I

may 01 mere out of them by what I'm-telling and trying

to motivate them to do better than they've ever done

before.

You can't count a score on one test too heavily. The

kid could be sick or tired or just not feel up to doing

it that day. Maybe his parents had a fight the night

before. Maybe he doesn't try. Maybe he doesn't test

well.

Numbers of other respondents voiced equivalent opinions.

40

36
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Similar findings appeared when teachers' opinions of the factors which

can influence test scores were elicited in a closed-ended format in Yeh's

(1978) questionnaire study. On a five-potnt ratin9 scale (where 5 = "great

influence" on test scores), among the factors for which teachers rated

influence as 3.0.or higher Were the following: tu4ents' test-taking skills

(=4.4); directions, content, format, physical characteristics, studeht

_-
motivation (X=4.3); unusual circumstancesspecial activities, distractions

(K=4.2); and parent interest (X=3.0).

Part of what "everyone knows" in the world of educational practice,

then, is that students vary as test take(s and that a variety of/situational

factors can influence students' test performances. Better, then, to rely on
_

a variety of sources of information -- especially 'one's day4o-day, first

hand observations of and interactions with the individual across a variety

of recurrent performance settings in the classroom -- and to make sense of

all the data at hand "in this situation" in light of one's practical know-

ledge, one's' clinical experience.2

(5) Teachers' exOicit comments on tests and testing orient
-to the routine -constitutive tasks and-exigencies of
teachin -as- racticed.

The above evidence warranting the concept of the teacher as practical

reasoner and decision maker is based on what teachers say that they do in

using tests. Another slightly different form of evidence--what teachers

2Perhaps the data and analysis presented here explain why an overwhelming
percentage of survey respondents teaching at both the elementary and second-
ary levels agree that minimum competency tests should be required of all

students for promotion at certain grade levels or for high school gradua-

tion, while simultaneously agreeing that teachers should not be held

accountable 'for itudents: scores on Knimum competency or standardized

/-----, achievement tests. See Tibles 8 and 9.
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report that they believe and think--ratifies the same concept. In fieldwork

interviews, teachers' remarks repeatedly called attention to their need for

tests that are immediately accessible, that are consonant with the material

taught, and that produce results that can function in the routine tasks they

confront everyday. The following quotations are illustrative of these

points.

The ITBS -is almost useless in the spring, which is too
bad, because I feel there is some valuable information
there, progress and growth. But we get the sceres the
last week of school.

That computer-processed data (op district, objectives-
based tests) can really be used w1th those kids that need
help. It does a better job of identifying students and
student'needs...I can now say 'the kid needs to work on
objettives 2, 3, 5, and.9.'

I don't feel we need to test, test, test--but if the
information is something. I can use to prescribe instruc-
tion, then I don't really mind giving it.

In math, you know, it's a good idea to keep them (tests)
in my class. As long as testing stays in math class it
seems like it fits in, 'cause tests are part of taking
math.

In my class, I like to use the criterion-referenced test
of basic skills. The tests are _geared to certain basic_
skills the book's developing -- vocabulary, spelling, and
writing.

The district (testing) design is important because it's
the only thing you can pass on to other schools which is
meaningful to everybody.

I don't use (the results of the reading series tests)
unless there are results that ,completely throw me--like
someone who usually does a good job completely bombed
one--then, I'll do something about that, try to find some
extra work to go over it."

The orientation 0 assessment "for all practical purposes" that emerges

in these fieldwork interview remarks appears again in the reanalysis of
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Yeh's (1978) data, There, on a five-point rating scale- where 5 = "Very

Important," teachers rated the following considerations for selecting tests

as high: test material is similar to what I present in class (K=4.5); the

test has clear format, pictures, directions (T=4.6); the test accurately

predicts student achievement (T=4.4); ttie test i% simple to administer:

And/Or -Store (K=4.2). -These pratticAl matters in test se-Leal-On Are conso-

nant with the patterns of teachers' concerns and actions reported throughout

this section.

SUMMARY

A variety of routine tasks constitutes the world of teaching-as-prac-

ticed. Teachers must accomplish these in a context characterized by recur-

rent time limits, others' demands for high, performance and accountability at

those deadlines, and their own concerns with providing effective and appro-

priate instruction. These features of the world of teachin)g-as-practiced

impinge upon teachers' testing practices and test use. Their reasoning and

decision making about assessment and its uses are structured by and oriented

to their practical cirCumstances.

The purposes for which they use assessment results most often are those

inherent in the most central activities of teaching as it is practiced:

determining what to teach and how to teach it in general and to various

class members in particular, determining from day to day whether it is being

learned and adjusting instruction as necessary to be sure it is; and giving

students grades so that they and their parents will know how they are

doing. For those purposes less intimately connected with the central work

of teaching, use of assessment results seems to occur less frequently.

Action, in the "world known in common and taken for granted" by teachers,

centers on the work of daily instruction.
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The tests teachers use most frequently are those that fit their practi-

--cal circumstances.: formal .and...informal_measures_ they themselves construct

or seek out for the information they provide; curriculum-embedded tests that

come with commercial or district materials. These are immediately access-

ible, proximate in purpose to the tasks teachers must accomplish, and conso-
_

nant with the material taught. The further that tests and testing features

are removed from these qualities, the less likely their results seem to be

used.
<I

The way in which teachers use tests follows from their practical under-

standings of the "scenic features" of their world. They recognize--tacitly

in their actions and often explicitly in their words--that performance°

varies with context and that many "readings" of student achievement are bet-

ter than few. Thus, they most often use results from many assessment types,

collectively to accomplish given purposes. Their immediate, recurring expe-

rience with children often over-rides scores from paper-and-pencil instru-

ments.

Teachers' comments about tests and testing confirm their orientation

to the practical business of getting everyday tasks done in time and done

we.l. They speak of the need to diagnose, prescribe, and assess effi-

ciently and accurately. They talk of the need for test directions and for-

mats that are clear. And they comment practically about the need to con-
,

sider "extenuating circumstances," to pass on information "which is

meaningful to everybody," and the like.

It should be apparent in all that I have said up to now that teachers'

attitudes toward the assessment of student achievement in general -- and to-

ward testing in particular -- are neither universally negative or globally

positive. Attitude questions on the national survey confirm that this is

, 1



the case and, once,again, reflect teachers' practical concerns. (See Tables

_8_an4_94-JIY_i_ntent here is not to examine teaChers' responses to these

questions in aetail, but merely to point out that they tend to support the

analysis presented through the preceding pages.3 Thus, for instance, most

teachers see testing as a technique that motivates students to study harder

(elementary = 73 percent; high school English = 80 percent; high school math

= 93 percent). Perhaps with this in mind, most teachers also agree that

tests of minimum competency should be required of all students for promotion

or graduation.. (See item #10 in Tables 8 apd 9.) Yet, at the same time,

there is substantial concern that minimum competency tests "are frequently

unfair to particular students" (elementary teachers agreeing = 58 percent;

high school English and math teachers, 48 percent; 35 percent). Moreover,

many teachers also worry that minimum competency testing affects "the amount

of time I can spend teaching subjects or skills that the tests do not cover"

(elementary = 2 percent; high school English and math, 62 percent; 42 per-

cent). These responses Clearly reflect teachers' practical orientation

toward testing: their concerns with motivating students, with the student

as an indfvidual, and with the effect of testing on their discretion as

experienced clinicians to decide what is appropriate to teach to their prac-

tical students,

A little over 60 porcent of the teachers feel that the tests developed

in their districts are very good. Most elementary teachers (59 percent) and

Many high schools teachers (46 percent ia both subject areas) find that the

3Teachers were asked to indicate their attitudes on a four-point scale where

4 = strongly agree; 3 = agree, 2 = disagree, 1 = strongly disagree. The

tables show the proportion of teachers' who chose either of the first two

categories.
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Table 8

Elementary Teachee Attitude Toward Tests and Test-Related Issues
(N.486)

Vercentage of Teachers

Item in Agreement

(1) testing motivates'my students. to 73

study harder.

(2) Commercial tests are usually of 59

high quality.

(3) The content (or skills) on most re- 77

qutred tests is very Similar to the
content (or skills) that I teach.

(4) The pressure that testing exerts on 48

the schools has a generally beneficial
effect.

(5) Recently, I have been spendi4 more 46

teaching time_preparing my students

to take required tests.

(6) The tests aeveloped in our district 62

are very good.

(7) The curriculum today demands more 74

complex student thinking than in

the past.

(8) Teachers shoUld not be held accountable 71

for students' scores on standardized
achievement tests or tests of-minimum

competency.

(9) In our school, students are more 58

rigidly tracked thap they were two or

three years ago.

(10) Tests of minimum competency/proficiency/
functional literacy should be required
of all students for promotion at certain
grade levels or for high school graduation.

55

81
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Table 8
(continued)

!

Percentage of Teachers

Item in Agreement

(11) Tests'of minimum competoicy are
frequently unfair to particular

students.

(12) As a result of minimum competency
tests (and similar programs),,parents
are contacting schools about their
greater numbers.

(13) Tests of minimum competenty have
affected (would affect) the amount

of time I can spend teaching subjects
or skills that the tests do not cover.

(14) In our schooh.testing programs are
generally held to be much less im-
portant than the social problems with
which we are Concerned.

(15) Basic skills teaching (including remedial
work) is now consuming a substantially
increased proportion of our school's

educational resources.

(16) The proportion of our schools resources
now allocated to basic skills teaching
is so great as to detract from the quality

of out total educational program.

58

53

62

39

88

23



Table 9

High School Teacher Attitude Toward Tests and Test-Related Issues
(N=365)

Item

(1) Testing motivates my students to
study harder.

(2) Commercial tests are usually of
high quality.

(3) The content (or skills) on most re-
quired tests is very similar to the
content (or skills) that I teach.

(4) The pressure that testing experts on ,

the schools has a generally beneficial
effect.

(5) Recently, i .have been spending more
teaching time preparing my students
to take required tests.

(6) The tests developed in our district
are very good.

(7) The curriculum today demands more
complex student thinking than in
the past.

(8) Teachers should not be held accountable
for students' scores on standardized
achievement tests or tests of minimuth
competency.

(9) In our school, students are more
rigidly tracked than they were two or
three years ago.

(10) Tests of minimum competency/profi-
ciency/functional literacy should be
required of eq students for promotion
at certain rale levels or for high
school graduation.

57

Percentage of Teachers
in Agreement

English Math

80 93

46 46

77 79

60 72

41 30

62 60

62 54

61 61

42 36

86 90
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Table 9
(continued)

Item

(11) Tests of minimum competency
are frequently unfair to par

ticular students.

(12) As a result of minimum competency
tests (and similar programs),
parents are contacting schools
about their children more fre-
quently or in greater numbers.

(13) Tests of minimum competency have
affected (eiould affect) the amount

of time I can spend teaching sub-
jects or skills that the tests do
not cover.

(14) In our school, testing programs are
generally held to be much less impor-
tant than the social problems with
which we are concerned.

(15). Basic skills teaching (including re-
medial work) is not consuming a sub-
stantially increased proportion of our
school's educational resources.

(16) The proportion of school's resources
now allocated, to basic skills teaching

is so great as to detract from the
quality of our total educational
program.

Percentage of Teachers
in Agreement

English' Math

48 35

42 36

62 42

32 42

84 74

28 21
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quality of commerical tests is usually high. And over thre,e-quarters of the

teacher respondents observe that the content or skills on required tests are

very similar to what they teach (see item #3 in Tables 8 and 9). In short,

'teachers are certainly not "anti-testing" in any general sense, as some

studies have concluded. They are simply concerned that test information

serve them: (1) as they go about doing the daily work that at the core

of teaching as practiced, and (2) that testing serve them efficiently in the

context of the practical contingencies and exigencies that they face.

SOME IMPLICATIONS FOR LOCAL POLICY AND PRACTICE

I suggested at the outset of this paper that if testing programs are to

be useful to teachers and used in classrooms, they must take into account

teachers' routine thinking and practices in assessing students' achieve-

ment. To review, such programs would feature tests thai are

(1) proximal to the everyday instructional tasks teachers
need to accomplish - planning their teaching, diagnos-
ing students' learning needs, monitoring their progress
through the curriculum-as-taught, placing students in
appropriate groupings and instructional programs,

adjusting their teaching in light of students'

progress, and informing parents and others how students

are doing;

(2) consonant, from teachers' perspectives, with the cur-
riculum that teachers are actally teaching;

(3) immediate accessible to teachers, so that teachers can
give them to students when the time seems appropriate
and have-the results available promptly;

(4) designed to include a variety of performance "con-

texts," i.e., different types of re pons formats'and

tasks.

Many districts' (and schools') testing progra o meet these cri-

teria in one or more ways. When they do, they becomemtly an extra burden

for teachers. Instructional time is taken up in testing, but there are few

59
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concomitant benefits for teachers or students. In other cases, districts

(and sometimes schools) hope to meet the above criteria'by developing sets'

of tests oriented to local curricular objectives. But the test use pro-

ject's earlier interviews and continuing fieldwork indicate that in many

cases these objectives-based tests only seem to meet the criteria listed

above. Thus, the experience of one district studied by the project may pro-

vide a useful example of how those criteria can be met.

A Case in Point

The (mid-western) district in question (enrollment about 5,000) did not

have %last -resources. Nevertheless, it involved teachers during the school

year and especially during_the summer in building curricula and tests to

accompany them. Teachers were participants in substantial numbers. (And at

the elementary level, they were the leaders of cross-grade-level teaching

teams -- leaders chosen by their colleagues.).

The emphasis in these recurrent projects was upon curricular objectives

and instructional materials. An effort was made to select objectives and

design materials that teachers found appealing and used. Repeated revisions

of instructional materials and goals based on teachers' criticisms were part

of the process. Tests were designed to fit each curriculum -- tests that

met the teachers' routine teaching needs. Thus, the curricular packages

included placement tests, chapter and unit tests, and semester and end-of-

the-year review tests or "finals." Thesetests were also revised in re-

sponse to teachers' criticisms during the development process, which in-

cluded as a final step using the curricula and tests in schools throughout

the district on a pilot basis for a year.

The tests themselves were designed to be computer scored and analyzed,

using computers that the district had originally purchased for computer-

Co
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assisted-instruction in the high school. Teachers gave the tests at times

that they felt were appropriate, turned them in for scoring, and received

the analyzed results within a day or two. The results themselves came in

the form of a set of sheets, one.for each student. The sheet listed (1)

each objective the test covered, (2) the number of items that assessed per-

formance on each objective, (3) the number of items that the student passed

and missed bn each objective. At the top of the gheet was a paragraph list-

ing the main types of errors that the student had made and stating just what

problems the student seemed to be.having. This was based on an analysis of

the questions missed and the incorrect items chosen.

Teachers reported that they and their colleagues routinely used/these

tests. And interview response patterns indicated that they spent le s time

designing, administering, and scoring their own tests than teachers in the

other districts visited. Interviewees stated explicitly that they 'used

these tests (1) because they fit well with what they were actually teaching,

(2) because they could be used flexibly, e.g., at any time, with one child

or an entire class, (3) because scores came back promptly, (4) and because

the analyses summarized information in a way that gave them precise diag-

noses they could act on in plactng students, in deciding who needed addi-

tional help on what skills, etc. In fact, the only complaint teachers Made

was that ill the tests were multiple-choice tests. Asione teacher put it,

."that's a problem, 'cause sometimes you wonder whether/they can apply the

skills or ideas another way."

In short, this district made considerable et/forts to assure that its

testing program was useful to and used by teachers. In so doing, its pro-

/
gram for testing fulfilled three of the four !criteria identified earlier.

The program met district needs, too. SeMes* and end,of-the-year final&

CI /
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functioned to indicate the strengths and weaknesses of the students in par-

ticular schools and in schools throughout the district from year to year.

Thus, they served various evaluation and managment functions.

Testing programs which take into account teachers,' routine thinking and

priactices in assessing students' achievement can probably take many shapes.

This. is only one example: But it should te clear that programs of testing

lhat ignore how teachers think and act toward student assessment can result

intinefficiency and teacher resentment.

ill
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USING TESTS:

WHO DO WE BELIEVE AND WHAT DOES IT MEAN?

James Burry

INTRODUCTION

In the first sectiori of this paper I provide a review of the few

previous studies of test use--what they soy about use or non-use of certain

kinds of test information and the explanations they offer in support of

their conclusions.

Next I present the findings from CSE's test use survey showing

teachers' stated uses of assessment information for specific classroom

decisions. This section begins to develop some alternative reasons for why

teachers value, or do not value, certain kinds of test information.

I discuss theie reasons under the heading of school/district

characteristics bearing on test use. These characteristics reflect the

tests/testing resources p4vided to teachers, the kinds of assistance in

testing activities they ee.i.y.e from their, school or district, the

"messages" they get about district testing policy on the basis of district

uses of test data, and how quickly they get back test results from the

district and whether they are in a format useful for instructional

purposes. This section concludes with an interim summary and suggests

alternative testing practices on the basis of our'survey data and the

fieldwork which preceded it. C5
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In the final section of the paper, I draw implications and

recommendations from the data, and suggest some methodological, technical,

and organizational considerations that will need to be addressed before

improvements in testing practice can begin.

PREVIOUS STUDIES OF TEST USE

The relatively few studies of teacher uses of tests have focused

almost exclusively on standardized,tests. These studies have described the

uses, or non-bses, of standardized tests by teachers and some have gone on

to,explore some of the reasons for non-use.

Uses of Standardized Tests Ascribed to Teachers

Goslin reported in 1967 that elementary school teachers use

standardized test results primarily to diagnose individual difficulties and

to provide feedback to the student. However, he also reported that the

teachers did not rely heavi.y on this kind of information. Less than 20

percent of the teachers had altered a course, and less than one third

reported changing their methods as a result of standardized tests (Goslin,

1967).

Stetz and Beck (1979), in conjunction with the standardization of the

Metropolitan Achievement Tests, conducted a study of teacher's opinions of

the use and usefulness of standardized tests. Teachers in this study

frequently responded that they used standardized test results for

diagnosing strengths and weaknesses, measuring student growth, and

CG
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evaluating individual students. The finding that 80 percent of the

teachers reported making only some or little use of the data frpm

standardized tests is similar to conclusions reached by Goslin.

The Royal Oak Study (Boyd, et al., 1975) suggested that teachers do

not rely on the results of standardized tests for decision making.

Although teachers in this study reported variable use of results from the

district-mandaied testing program, there was little evidence that the

testing program influences school curriculum or classroom instruction.

A study of standardized iests was recently reported by a group of

researchers at the University of Pittsburgh and Carnegie-Mellon University

(see Kappan, May 1981, pp. 623-636', for the five articles dealing with this

study). The study was conducted in 18 school systems in western

Pennsylvania. Data from the study came from 58 administrators and 68

teachers.

In the first of these larticles, Resnick (1981) reports that school

administrators and teachers rely more on direct observation 'and

conversation with confidants than on information from standardized tests.

In one of the companion articles, Sproull and Zubrow (1981) discuss the

interviews they condus.ted -with 58 administrators--none of who'm were

building-level administrators--and report that testing does not enjoy a

very high status in most school systems. The study goes cn to suggest that

administrators think standardized tests are used for individual diagnoses

and placement, instructional program evaluation, end-of-year Achievement

measurement, and reporting to outside agencies, and that they also believe

that the benefits of testing accrue primarily to teachers and principals.
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One of the other articles in this series (Salmon-Cox, 1981) discusses

the results of intirviews conducted with 68 elementary teachers on their

uses pf standardized tests. The teachers in this stusly most frequently

mentioned observation as their fdvored assessment technique and, when they

did refer to standardized tests, use consisted of supplementing other

information, guiding instruction, and .grouping and tracking students.

However, when asked who would care if standardized tests were abolished, 45

percent of the interviewees replied 'that teachers would care, because

teachers like to have a variety of information sources about children.

Reasons for Non-use of Standardized Tests

Accoviing to the Royal Oak study previously cited (Boyd, et al., 1975)

teachers felt, Tor the most part, that standardized tests were selected by

administrators and imposed on teachers, and did not furnish them with any

new information to' begin with. Although some teachers thought the test

results were useful, most felt that the tests given were not useful for

plaining instruction.

Based op the responses of the teachers in their study, 'Sproull and

Zubrow (1981) reason that standardized tests measure only cognitive goals

and not the social goals which their teachers stressed, and that while such

tests partially measure a child's achievement they are not the

broadly-based tests that teachers seem to. prefer. On the other hand,

Sproull and Zubrow assert, that teachers also fault standardized tests

because.they are neither sufficiently precise for diagnostic purposes nor

.ore they linked to instruction.

CS
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Other studiesv have criticized standardized tests for their

inefficiency, narrowness of foci, breadth of foci, bias, invalidity, and

unreliability (Broekhoff, 1978; Howe, 1978;,Klein, 1970; Perrone, 1978;

Burry, 1981a). Still others havekdealt with the effects of testing on

teachers perceptions and practices (Airasian, 1979; Airasian, Kelleghan,

Madaus, & Pedulla, 1977).

Teachers' lack of training is sometimes cited as bearing upon test

use. Goslin (1967) found that less than 40 percent of all teachers have

had minimal formal training (one course) in test and measurement

techniques; that teachers, however, tend to view standardized tests as

relatively accurate measures of student achievement, and see the abilities

measured by these tests as important determinants of academic success; but

that teachers make only limited use of.these tests in grading and advising

pupils and in providing them with feedback.

Hastings, Runkel, and Damrin (1961) also believe that test use depends

on teacher knowledge of tests and how to interpret them. This belief is

supported by a number of texts (e.g., Gorow, 1966) offering teachers

information on building their own tests and improving them through analysis

of test results. It is also seen in work like Bauerfeind's (1963) dealing

with validity and reliability and designing,a good testing program. Ebel

(1967) called for inservice workshops to provide teachers with training in

tests and testing issues. There is little evidence in our study that this

call has been heeded.

The 'Question of Focus

Although most of the studies discussed here purportedly deal with
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standardized, norm-referenced tests, some do not always keep their focus to

the forefront; in secondary discussion of or allusion to primary work on

standardized testing, the focus is equally subject to drift. For exemple,

a treatment of standardized test use will frequently lose that qualified

referent and begin to discuss "tests" or "testing" as though these

phenomena had a uniform mode of expression. A work might begin with a

discussion supposedly limited to standardized, norm-referenced tests--which

are one particular kind of achievement test, loosen the focus with

references to "tests," switch the focus again with references to

"achievement tests," "ability test," and so forth. In this way,

conclusions drawn about use or non-use of standardized, norm-referenced

tests are on the one hand weakened since the focus shifts, but on the other

hand are given unwarranted interpretive breadth when statements (critical

of favorable) supposedly about standardized tests are framed in such a way

that they may be taken as statements about achievement tests in general.

The range of reported or perceived uses of standardized tests is

catholic: diagnosing individual student strengths and weaknesses;

'measuring student growth; end-of-year achievement measurement;

instructional program evaluation; guiding instruction; grouping and

tracking students; reporting to outside agencies, and so on. This seeming

ubiquity is reflected in the criticisms of standardized tests: breadth of

focus; narrowness of focus; cognitive focus; external focus. Viewing the

test use literature as a body, the feeling conveyed is that it is

legitimate to criticize any single test--standardized or other--because it

cannot accomplish coaflicting purposes nor embody competing properties.

70
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Another impression sometimes conveyed is that users of tests, such as

teachers, are concerned with discrete decisions and make those decisions,

or would like to make them, on the basis of a single source of information,

such as a formal aci of testing. Some Of the more recent work (AiraSian,

et al., 1977; Arasian, 1979; Salmon-Cox, 1981) does not evoke this picture

of tests and decision making. For example, Salmon-Cox correctly stresses

that teachers tend to rely on a variety of information as they make

decisions about their students. Since teachers often refer to multiple

sources of information to make a series of related instructional decisions,

then if they perceive the purpose of an fnvestigation is to ask teachers to

describe the value of any single test--again, standardized or other--for

any discrete decision, they will very likely find that test wanting.

A useful point of departure in some recent work (e.g., Bank, Williams,

& Burry, 1981) suggests that standardized, norm-referenced tests can be

faulted because they do not provide diagnostic and prescriptive linkages

between testing and instruction.

CSE's test use work, which addresses these linkages, has sought to

discover, directly from teachers, what kinds of information they rely on as

they make their classroom decisions. In this context, our work did not

focus only on standardized testing; rather it focused on those assessment

activities--test and non-test, norm-referenced and criterion-referenced,

formal and informal--that teachers use, frequently in some combination, to

make decisions about individuals, groups, and classes. With this focus, as

we shall see, teachers provide a somewhat different view of test use,

whether tiandardized or in some other form. Our work, therefore, fills in
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some of the gaps in our_knowledge of uses of standardized tests, as well as

of teacher-made assessments, curriculum embedded tests, school or district

constructed tests, observation, and so forth. In this context, teacher'

statements about any single source of information assume less of an

adversarial posture, and rather reflect the relative weights teachers

assign to a range of assessment techniques set against a range of

legitimate information needs.

TEACHERS' USE OF TEST AND OTHER INFORMATION: THEIR RELATIVE IMPORTANCE

This section provides a summary of our teachers' descriptions of the

importance they place on various kinds of information for specific .

decision-making purposes. These decision areas are: (1) planning teaching

at the beginning of the school year; (2) initial grouping or placement of

students for instruction; (3) making decisions to change a student from one

group or curriculum to another, or to provide remedial or accelerated

instruction; and (4) making decisions on students' report grades.

Before I discuss our teachers' responses, let me offer a point or two

about how they seem to feel about tests in general; in one or two respects

their attitudinal statements differ from attitudes ascribed to teachers in

earlier research.

About 80 percent of all our teachers--elementary and secondary--

described the content of their required tests as being similar to what they

teach. Lest this be seen as an implication that required testing is having
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a levelling effect on the curriculum, the same percentage also agreed that

the proportion of school resources allocated to basic skills teaching is

not high enough_ to detract from the quality of the school's total

educational program.

About 75 percent of the elementary teachers and 85 percent of the

secondary teachers feel that testing motivates their students to study

harder--which surely hat instructional implications.

As a final attitudinal example, about one-half of the elementary

teachers and about two-thirds of the secondary teachers stated that testing

exerts a generally beneficial effect on their schools.

I'll now talk about the test use responses from the elementary

teachers, then the secondary teachers. The data appearing in Table 1

following indicate the percentage of elementary teachers, broken down for

reading and math, who rated a variety information sources as crucial or

important for making the decisions of interest. Numbers in parenthesis

reflect percentages of teachers reporting that the assessment information

is not available.

The Elementary Teacher

Several conclusions are suggested by these data. For example, whether

a respondent is describing assessment information use for reading or math,

the relative weight elementary teachers ascribe to a given kind of informa-

tion remains fairly constant in the decision-making process.

fn planning for instruction, the individual teacher's previous class-

room experience is by far the single InJost important kind of information.

Students' scores on standardized tests and on district continua or minimum
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Elementary Teacher Use cf Assessnent Infornaticn for Different Decision-Maidng Purposes

Percentagesnreporting use of this infonnation for the specified purpose.

Rites in prerthesis reflect percentages cf teachers reporting the infonnation source as nct available.

Source/Kind-of Information

Previous teacher's cannents, reports, grades

Students' standardized test scores

Students' scores on district continuum or

minimum carpetency tests

my previous teaching experience

Results of tests included writh curriculum

being used

Results of cther special placenert tests

Results of special tests,developed-crchcsen

by my school

Results of tests I nake up

I my cwn observatiors and stuthnts' classroan work

Planning Teaching

at Beginning

of School Year

Initial Grcupdrg

of Students

Changing a Student

fran One Grcup or

Ctrriculun to Ancther

Ceciding on Students'

Report Card Graies

Reading Math Reading Math Reading Math Reading Math

57 52 62 55 -_ __ __

(1) -- -- --

57 54 57 52 55 53 17 16

-- (1) (1) (2) (1) (2) (7) (7)

51 47 50 45 45 33 20 18

(17) (19) (20) (22) (20) (24) (22) (23)

94 91 __ -_ - .... -- /-
__ __

-- -- 78 67 E3 ,

/
82 75 77 '

(6) (11j)
/

(2) (4) /(3) (3)

-- -- 61 56 .4_
,

-- __ __

- - -- -- -- 56 52 -42 42

-- -- --
,

, -- (21) (23) (23) (24)

__ eo 78 85 S2 S5

(6) / (,, (5) (1) (2) (1)

.,

-_ 96 A7 99 99 98 98

cn

5,
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competency tests, however, appear to be as important in this decision as

comments and other information about students offered by their previous

teachers. Note that for about 20 percent of these teachers no district or

minimum competency test (MCT) data are available at the beginning of the

school year.

In making their initial grouping decisions, the elementary teachers'

own observations and their own tests are deemed most important by most

teachers, followed by curriculum-embedded tests, other special placement

tests, and previOus teacher comments. Again, about 20 percent of the

teachers state that no district continua or MCT data are available.

For a sizeable number of teachers, more than 50 percent of the sample,

students' scores on standardized tests are also important for initial

placement decisions. But note that these tests are also important for

decisions about changing a student from one group to another or one

curriculum to ahother. That is, for a sizeable number of elementary school

teachers, standardized test scores assume importance not only at the

beginning of the school year but also during the school year.

With regard to the elementary teachers' decisions about changing a

student from one grioup or curriculum to another, teacher observation is

still most important for most teachers. In this decision area, however,

most teachers seem to place almost equal weight on their awn tests and

curriculum embedded tests. This group of tests appears second, then,

order of importance, followed by the results of special school tests and

standardized tests which appear roughly equal in value, and district

continua or MCTs which are deemed useful by the smallest percentage of
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teachers. Note, however, that the latter are not available for better than

20 percent of the teachers, and that similar percentages report

non-availability of special school tests.

A similar weighting pattern appears for decisions about students'

report card grades, with the exception that here the percentages of

teachers ascribing importance to student scores on standardized and

district continuum or competency tests fall off quite markedly, and drop to

a somewhat lesser degree in the case of special school tests. Patterns of

test non-availability also remain constant.

Elementary teachers appear, then, to rely on multiple sources of

fnformation for making their classroom decisions. Use of the more

"formal" tests is more prevalent early in the school year, and as the year

advances and different kinds of decisions about individual students,

groups, and classes have to be made, teachers seem to switch more to use of

their own professional experience, observations, students' classroom work,

the results of teacher-male tests, and tests that come with the curriculum

informing their teaching. This does not mean that any single measure

entirely dominates or drops from the decision process.

The Secondary Teacher

I turn now to the secondary teachers' response to thq same questions

of test use. Table 2 following shows the percenta es /of secondary

teachers, with separate entries for English and math teachers, who rated a

given information suurce as crucial or important far the specified ,6cision

concerns. Numbers in parentheses indicate Percentages of teachers for whom

the assessment information is not available.
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Secondary Teacher Use of AssessnEnt Intonation for Different Decision44alcing Purposes

Percentages' reporting use of this informationfor the specifi,Ed purpose.

Nunbers in parenthesis reflect percentages ofteachers reporting the information source as not available.

Un
Source/Kind of Information

/

/

Prey-16os teacher's comments, reports, grades

Students' standardized test scores

Students' scorEs on district continuum or

mininum concetenoy tests

My preyious teaching experience

REsUlts of tests included with curriculum

being used

REsults of other special placement tests

REsults of special tests developed or chosen

by nyschool

Results of tests I rake up

nA4n observations and students' classroon work

Planning Teaching

at Beginning

of School Year

Initial Grouping

of Stucents

Changing a Student

from Cne Group or

Curriculum to Another

Deciding on Students'

Report Card Grades

English hbth

o

English Meth English hiath English Math

/

/

25

(9)
\

47

(3)

47

(18)

99

--

--

--

- -

31

(9)

28

(4)

26

(27)

96

--

__

--

__

34

(10)

46

(5)

47

(19)

41

(25)

39

(26)

__

85

98

40

(11)

33

(16)

36

(30)

34

(38)

26

(37)

__

--

76

(5

90

--

,

64

(1)

55

(16)

__

59

(12)

__

49

(25)

90

--

99

--

35

(10)

37

(31)

__

46

(25)

_ -

32

(46)

90

(4)

97

--

12

(14)

.,

8

(1)

__

44

(14)

__

27

(1)

100
--

99

--

9

(24)

4

(37)

--

34/
/

(27/1

/

23

(40)
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/

/

,

/
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As was the case with elementary school teachers, the secondary English

and math teachers' previous experience is by far the most important source

of information as 'they plan instruction at the beginning of the school

year. For the Engli:sh teachers, students' scores on standardized tests and

their scores on district continua or tests of minimum competency are held

as important by almost half of the sample, followed by previous teachers'

comments with about 25 percent. For the math teachers, only about 25

percent report importance for standardized.and district continuum tests.

Note that for students' scores on district continua/minimum competency

tests, almost 20 percent of the English teachers and almost 30 percent of

the math teachers report this kind of assessment information is not

available to them.

In making their decisions about initial grouping or placement of

students, _secondary teachers' oWn_ observations and the results of tests

they make up themselves are deemed most important, with the results of

standardized tests, district continua and MCT, and curriculum-embedded

tests roughly equal and next in order of importance. Previous teachers'

comments are about the same for English and math teachers; 34 percent of

the English teachers and 40 percent of the math teachers report thesc

sources as important in this decision area; higher percentages of English

teachers place importance on other special placement tests than do math

teachers.

Again, as was the case with the elementary teachers, note that

students' scores on formal tests continue to have importance for a sizeable

number of secondary teachers as they make their initial grouping decisions;
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this trend is somewhat more pronounced for the English teachers, with

almost half them reporting those tests as important, but with only 30-odd

percent of the math teachers agreeing. Note ohce again that for a sizeable

number of teachers, certain kinds of test
1

information are reported as not

available: about 20 percent of the English teachers and 30 percent of the

math teachers report there are no district continua/minimum competency

test data; anywhere from 25 to almost 40 percent of the secondary teachers

state there are no tests available as part of their curricula and no

special placement information.

In terms of secondary teachers' decisions about changing a student

from one group or curriculum to another, teachers' observations and results

of their own tests are the most important sources of information for most

teachers. For the English teachers, the next most important kinds of

information, in descending order, are standardized tests, curriculum-

embedded tests, district continua or MCT, and special school tests. For

the math teachers, the order becomes curriculum-embedded, standardized and

continua/MCT are next and roughly equal, followed by special school tests.

As was the case with the elementary teachers, while unavailability of

certain kinds of assessment information early in the school year is perhaps
,

to be expected, it is more surprising that so many teachers report

non-availability once the school year is underway and decisions abogt

instructional and classroom management modifications are being made. In

this regard, about 10 percent of the math teachers report that no

standardized test data are available; roughly 15 percent of the English

teachers and 30 percent of the math teachers report that information from
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district continua Of minimum competency tests iS not available to them;

almost 15 percent of the English teachers and 25 percent of the math

teachers report non-availability of information from curriculum tests; one

quarter of the English teachers ana almost 50,percent of the math teachers

report the same for special^tests developed or thosen by the school.

With regard to making decis4ons about students' report card grades,

results nf their awn tests and direct observations of Students remain of

greatest importance for most secondary teachers. Results of curriculum

tests appear next in order of importance as 'reflected by percentiges of

teachers, followed by results of tests developed or chosen by,stheir school.

As was the case with the elementary teachers, note that the indice§ of

non-ayailability of information for a'given measure remain fairly constant

between decisions involving student changes and decisions about their

report card grades. Thatlis, where information is reported unavailable for

teacher decisions during the school year or semester, it also appears to be

equally unavailable at or near the end of the year/semester. Perhaps for

some teachers these measures simply do not exist; for others it may be (as

seen later) that the results of certain measures which teachers have

administered are not made 'available to teachers when they are needed for a

given decision; perhaps the results of some tests are filed centrally and

are never provided to teachers.

Summary

While we have seeR that teachers' self-made tests and classroom

observation are of great importance to teachers, many other kinds of

assessment information are also important in their decision making.

"2
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Alternate sources of information, when examined as complementary tools set

against decisions which are linked in the logic of the classroom, are seen

in a less adversarial light than other work has implied. Teachers refer to

many sources of information--perhaps too many but through no fault of their

own--as they make the decisions they have to make; they want these

decisions to be as informea as possible. Equally important here is that

many of the information sources important to some teachers are simply not

available to all teachers.

Although previous work has suggested some of the reasons why teachers

use or ao not use information, there may be other, perhaps more compelling

reasons. Kinds of decisions ,to be made and the kinds of assessment tools

made available, for example, may influence the relative values teachers

place on information. Under the general theme of school or district

characteristics.bearing on test use, I'll try to develop other reasons from

our data.

SCHOOL/DISTRICT CHARACTERISTICS BEARING ON TEST USE

One block of items on the national survey asked teachers about kinds

opf resources typically available to them. Questions in this series dealt

both with instructional options and with options concerning tests or

testing. Table 3 following presents the results and are listed separately

for elementary and 'secondary teachers and for reading/English and math.

The data represent percentages of teachers stating the frequency with which

resources are available and used.

')
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Instructional Resources

Although I do not emphasize purely "instructional" resources in this

paper, let me make a point or two about these resources before discussing

the "tests/testing" resource availability.

First, with the exception of instructional machines, in every other

instance many more secondary teachers report non-availability of the

resource than do elementary teachers.

Second, the resource option of alternative materials for independent

work is the only resource which is available to almost every teacher.

Third, there is a marked difference between the number of elementary

teachers for whom an outside specialist is available and the number of

secondary teachers for whom this resource is available; this is especially

the case with secondary English teachets.

Fourth, whereas 40 percent of the elementary teachers have some help

from another adult or can work to some extent with another teacher, these

options are not available to the vast majority of secondary teachers.

Finally, the data seem to paint a picture which, with the exception of

the availabiity of elementary reading or math specialists, suggests that

instructional resources, when they are available, consist largely of

machines and printed materials and less of human resources. In most

.respects, the picture of test/testing resources, which is the interest of

this section, is equally bleak.

Tests/Testing Resources

The data in Table 3 suggest that in terms of resource availability for

tests and matters relating to testing, the option of working with other

()I



Instrirtional Resources:

Mother adult titer :Ty supervision (aide, voluteer,
etc.) for small group or individual work

Cne or rrore teachers with whan I divi& stu&nts for
extra ivlp

Instructional tiachines (audio visual , corputer terminals)
for independent wark

Alternative publisted or teacher-made curriculun materials
for independent work to meet special needs

Specialists outsirt my classroan to vhon I can send rry
streents for special vcck

Test/Testing Resources:

Someone wto helps read, correct, or grade the tests and
otter assignrrents I give to evaluate stAnts

Otter teachers with rim I plan and Itvelop tests or
other evaluation assigrents

Quick, carputeri zed scoring and analysis of tests

-"Item banks" of test qi.estions upon vhich I dr-aw in rnaking
up my tests

s5

Tabl e 3

Resource-Availability

Ii

PercentagesStating the Resource is Available

2

58 10 2 2

82 6 5 1

48 9 4 4
76 10 4 4

33 8 5 14

36 7 14 23

2 1 11

12 4 6 21

25 7 4 4
55 6 11 14

69 5 2 4
70 4 3

37 12 11 15

19 11 16 29

64 2 21 8
58 16 5 15

72 4 1 6
51 8 9 15

1!
6

1 1 6
1 1 1

1 1 2

2

5 6 14

7 8 5

3 6 20

10 6 18

1 1 5
4 1 5

1 2 6
3 3 8

3 5 7

7 9 3

2 1

3 1 1

5 4 5
8 3 3

0.) 0 4.3rr
tir-

LA to to to to to§ i
1 2 7

19 59 11 2 2 1 2 8 15 Elenentary
2 81 8 3 3 4 Secomiary

31 55 11 5 3 1 1 4 21 Elementary
4 74 13 4 4 1 1 3 Secordary

14 38 11 5 13 4 6 12 10 Elenertary
1 45 15 113 16 2 1 5 5 9xoniary

56 3 1 1 11 6 6 20 51 Elementary
22 14 10 6 17 10 10 17 15 SX ont ry

54 43 7 3 1 1 5 40 Benet ary
4 58 14 5 13 1 1 3 4 Sacordary

10 69 6 1 2 1 1 7 13 Elementary
9 70 6 1 3 2 6 12 Seconiary

9 38 13 10 17 4 4 6 8 Elerrertary
5 23 9 11 29 8 1 10 8 Secortiary

1 64 3 21 9 1 1 1 Elementary
59 12 8 17 2 1 SeC oni a ry

2 70 3 2 9 4 4 6 2 Elenertary
2 53 9 3 13 4 6 7 4 S3cordary

Readi ng/Engl i sh Kath
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teachers in a test planning or development effort is the only tactic

available to most teachers. Even then, only about 10 to 15 percent of the

teachers report doing this fairly often.

In -the othei three areas--someone who helps read or score tests and

other assignments; quick, computerized scoring and analysis of tests; and

"item banks"-- most teachers simply do not have this resource. In this

regard, the most extreme difference between the elementary and the

secondary teachers is in "item bank" availability, many more secondary than

elementary tea0ers have this option.

Note, once again, regardless of the resource being examined, that for

those teachers for whom it is available only 10 to 15 percent report using

it with any great degree of regularity. It seems likely, then, that

although quite a lot of testing is going on, with a great deal of teacher

reliance upon multiple sources of assessment information in their

classrooms, the typical elementary or secondary teacher is virtually

unassisted in terms of formal resource support.

Let me now take up the matter of the kinds of assistance provided to

teachers by the school or district to help them make sense of the testing

activities they are involved in.

District or School Assistance with Testing Activities

Tables 4 and 5 present the elementary and secondary teachers'

responset to survey items dealing with this matter. In both tables, data

represent percentages of teachers responding; in TabAe 5 separate data are

shown for English and math teachers.



Table 4

District/S:1rd! Assistance in.Testing: Elenentary Teachers

Responses reported in percentages

Nowt° administer tests required by my state, district,

and/or schocil (procedures to follow, etc.)

Analysis and explanation of state, district, or

school test results

FIG,/ to construct or select good tests

Alternative ways (other than tests) to assess student

achievement

Presentation ai .Jblished materials designed to prepare

students for partiCular tests or to imprcve test-taking'

skills

Had to interpret and use results of differert types

of tests (e.g., norm-refererred and criterion-refererced

tests and their applications)

How to tie what is tadght more closely to the skills,

content covered on required tests

Training in the use of test results to improve

instruction.

Teachers Receiving Relemce for Classroom Work
This Assistarre

Very Relevant

or relevant

SlijItly relevant

or not relevantYES

22 78 67 11

16 84 72 12

80 20 17 3

46 54 45 9

59 41 36 5

41 59 49 10

50 50 42 8

65 35 29 6



Tkle 5

District/School Assistance in Testing: Secondary Teachers

Responses reported in percertages

How to adninister tests required by ay state, district,
and/or school (procedures to follcw, etc.)

Analysis ard explanation of state, district, or
school test results

How to corstruct or select %loci tests

Altenetive ways (other than tests) to asss stuctrt
achievemt

Presentation of published materials cbsiTed to prepare
stucUts for perticular tests or to inirove test-taking
skil 1 s

How to interpret ad use results of different types
of tests (e.g., nonn-referetred and criterion-refererred
tests and their applications)

Haw to tie what is tarlit more closely to the skills.
cortert covered on required tests

Training in the use of test results to inprove
i rstruction.

Teachers Receiving

Very
or

Relevance for Classroan Work
This Assistance

Relevant
relevant

S1itly relevant
or not relevantMD YES

46 54 33 15 Engli sh
54 46 30 15 Math

30 70 55 14 Engli sh
40 60 43 17 Math

77 23 18 5 Englf sh
g2 LB 11 6 Math

75 25 19 5 Engli sh
79 21 16 5 Math

68 32 23 8 English
71 29 20 9 Math

65 35 2B 6 Engli sh
66 34 22 12 Math

63 37 30 6 Engli sh
75 25 22 3 Math

79 21 - 16 4 Engli sh
81 19 14 5 Math
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For the elementary teachers, note that most of the respondents receive

assistance in administering required tests, and in the analysis of state,

district, or school test results. From that point on, the assistance drops

of markedly. To be sure, more than half the elementary teachers report

that they receive some assistance in the interpretation and use of

different kinds of tests, and in alternative ways to assess student

achievement. However, the vast majority report no aisistance in the

construction or selection of tests; this finding has a bearing on the

possibility of teacher-driven criterion-referenced test construction and

use. In addition, the assistance that is provided, limited as it may be,

does not seem to emphasize the classroomuses of tests.

I mentioned earlier that a useful vantage point from which .to view,

teachers and testing would be in assestment-instructional linkages. ,Two of

the 'items on our survey tapped this potentialthe last two items on Tables

4 and 5. Note that half the elementary teachers receive some kind of

assistance in tying their teaching to required tests, but that two-thirds

of them receive no assistance in using test results--of whatever form--to

improve their iastructional programs.

As a final point here, note that of those teachers who do receive

specific assistance, most find it relevant to their classroom work.

Depressing as the picture may be for elementary-teTaers, it is even

more so for the secondary teachers. First, once again it is only in

matters 'relating to required or externally sanctioned tests that sizeable

numbers of secondary teachers receive school or district assistance. In

terms of test construction or selection, alternative assessment
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possibilit es, and interpretation ,and use of various assessment techniques,/i

most of file secondary teachers, )ie it in English or math, receive no formal

assistance. Further, as was the case with the elementary teachers, ways to

foster assessment-inStructiOnal linkages are not provided to seecondary

teachers.

In both samples, where assistance is generally p/ro/vided, it is in the

matter of req,gired, externally sanctioned tests.pir te-sting, prograMs., I

will try to,/Orovide some reasons for this phenorOnon later in the /paper.

In the nex7; section I'll address the matter of/district or school uses of

assessme't information.

Distribt Uses of Assesment Information

/

/Table 6 presents teachers' responses to a series of survey items
1

asking how the school uses assessment results. These kinds of uses, on the

one hand, get at whether the administration attemptP to use assessment data

to provide iinks with instruction, as in review of scores to identify

instruction areas needing emphasit. On the other hand, they get at whether

the administration uses test d/ta in ways which might suggest to teachers

that the data are being taken serioasly, as in following up to ascertain

whether teachers do emphas;ze needs iaentified by test scores, or

requiring teachers to turn in scores on the tests they routinely give, or

evaluating teaching or, setting goals on fhe basis of test scores. I will

amplify this matter of/testing poliqy in/a later section.

Clearly, these administrative yes of assessment data do not happen

routinely for mos'i teachers, whether secondary or elementary. Indeed, for

two of the use( that might suggest the district's posture on the importance
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/ Teachers' Reports on the xtent.to khich the khool Makes Use of Test Results

/ /

Percentage of teachers reporting the activity

USE OF RESULiS ,Oces Not Happen at All Flappers rarely

Quite freqtently but

pct regularly

fr/

Flappers routiiiely/

PV principal (ar the sChocil alninistration) ... 'Elegentary
,

reviews test scores to identify skill or

content areas that need extra effchasis

...checks that,I am eophasizing the areas

identified by test scores as,reeding it

...requIre4 ge to turn ia the scores or srades

on the tests that I routinely give gy classroan

...evaluates ny teaching on the betis cf test

scores zd/or estaplishes specific test-score

goals for ny students and ne tageet.

10th Grade El2oentary 10th Grade Elenentary 10th Grade Elementary_ 10th Grade

13

20

64

72

36

23

71

84

18

25

12

15

37

34

12

6

,

21

23

6

8

/

14

16

6

8

38

32
/

/

//
/

/ 13

22

11

2

,
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of assessment data--turning in test scores and using test scores as part of

teacher evaluation and/or goal seeting--they do not happen at all for most

teachers.
1

One final group of items reflecting relevant school or district

characteristics remains to be.discussed.

District Reporting of Test Results

The group of survey items in this series was concerned with test

turn-around time and usefulness of test reporting formats. Of the

elementary teachers, 46 percent indicated that test results are returned

quickly enough so that they can potentially be used for instructional

modification. Another 40 percent responded that results are received too

late for this purpose. The remainder do not receive the scores back from

the district. For those elementary teachers receiving the test results,

while most found the format facilitates their use, about one quarter of

them did not.

Of the secondary teachers, only about one quarter of the English

teachers and of the math teachers responded that test results are returned

quickly enough'to be of use. About 35 percent of the English teachers and

25 percent of the math teachers indicated that the results are returned too

late to be of use to modify instruction. About 10 percent of each.sample

responded that scores are not returned to them, and the remainder that the

question does not apply. Of those secondary teachers receiving test

results, opinion is just about equally divided as to the appropriateness of

their format.



Fora sizeable number of teachers, then, results are returned too late

to be used in modifying instruction. In addition, and this is especially

true for secondary teacheis, their format has doubtful relevance.

INTERIM SUMMARY

There are manY implications to be drawn from the findings of this

paper and recommendations to be cast for practice and policy. Before I

move into these matters, I'll briefly summarize what might be said about

the current test-use picture. Then I'll describe an alternative for future

testing practice based on our test use studies and the work of a few

pioneering districts around the country. This work has a bearing on the

remainder of the paper.

The Current Picture

Some of the previous work in test use and the secondary examination of

that work has allowed the focus to drift. Though ostensibly describing

uses of staudardized, norm-referenced tests, the criticisms of these tests

are frequently not legitimate because the tests in question are discussed

and reported on in such a way that they appear to have a seemingly infinite.

range of legitimate functions. Many of these perceived functions of a

norm-referenced test are contradictory and, hence, create a host of

weaknesses competing for ascendency depending upon the particular test

function under discussion. Further, given a wandering focus, the

criticisms of standardized tests frequently sound like criticism of formal

testing in general.

D45
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At the same time, some of the studies seem to suggest teachers need to

make or that teachers say they make decisions which are discrete and linear

and that they do this or would like to be able to do this on the basis of

one source of information such as a norm-referenced test. Perhaps a more

accurate picture of classroom practice would suggest that teachers are

constantly making instructional decisions, many of those decisions overlap

in purpose and in time and are cumulative, and hence teachers rely on a'

range of (sometimes overlapping) kinds of information. In this view, no

single measure does, or should, emerge as the dominant, sole source of

information. In this view, .teachers' perceptions of the values of

different kinds of tests are more evtnly distributed, with one or two

measures assuming fairly constant importance and, of the remainder at

teachers' disposal, their weights of importance vary to the extent they can

serve a teacher's decision-making purpose. I have tried to show that the
-=

tests and related resources available-'are not evenly distributed among

teachers.

Some of the past studies of testing suggeit,that most criticisms of

(standardized) tests are quite technical, relating to validity, refl-
..

ability, breadth, narrowness;,and ''there is no doubt that many of these

criticisms may be fair from the perspective of an individual test user with

a particular set of informatin needs; after all, standardized tests are

intended'to serve general rather than _particular assessment needs, a point

seldom given sufficient attention. But other criticisms, equally

compelling, may apply. For example, in addition to unequal distribution of

kinds of tests, many teachers receive no formal assistance in the appro-

priate uses of different tests, how they are to be interpreted, and

especially how they can be of use in instructional planning and modifica-
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tion. Many teachers receive the results of the tests they give too late

and in a format inappropriate for use in their classrooms. In addition,

most of the testing assistance they do receive is limited %.:o tests the

district requires, or is itself externally required to administer.

Finally, most teachers may see their districts' failure 4') pay attention to

classroom uses of information as an implicit measure of the role of testing

in district policy.

In short, while I agree with earlier work that teachers have already

offered many legitimate criticisms of tests and testing, other criticisms

may stem from school or district uses of tests, assistance provided in

testing and related matters, and coherence of testing policy, as perceived

by teachers.

In addition, while I agree to some extent with what previous work has

said about some of the uses teachers make of tests, I believe our work

suggests that teachers use or at least refer to test& more than we had

suspected and for a greater range of decision purposes. I mentioned

earlier that teachers, through no fault of their own, are perhaps referring

to too many kinds of test information. I suggest this happens because

teachers are seldom provided with any assistance on the focal relevance of

tests and testing, and that the most relevant focal point for teachers lies

in the uses of assessment information for classroom practice.

Alternative for Future Practice

In test use and other work at CSE we have begun to identify some

districts whose policy toward and uses of tests and testing differs

markedly from the dominant mode and recognizes the relevance of testing for

classroom practices. These districts are making serious attempts to link

testing and evaluation information with instruction. In an earlier paper

91
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(Burry, et al., 1981b) I described one of these districts as part of the

exploratory fieldwork preceding our test use national survey.

I described this district as being loosely coupled in some regards and

more tightly coOled in others. I'll amplify this distinction later. This

variable postures appears to lend itself to multiple and complementary uses

of assessment information: uses which are centralized and concerned with

external accountability and reporting requirements and uses which are

spread out and reflect the decision needs of individual schools and

classrooms. This approach evolved over time in this particular district,

and it seems to reflect not only the organizational reality of schools and

districts but the careful "determination Jf various decision needs and

specification of an assessment information system that will meet these

needs.

Assessment programs often intend to provide information for use at

local, state, and/or federal policy levels. This can cause the program to

emphasize, or to be seen as emphasizing, the information needs of one of

these levels to the exclusion of others. As suggested in the findings

discussed here teachers might believe that the overall testing program is
?

emphasizing external audiences and largely ignoring instructional uses of

test data. Audiences associated with external requiremenis often ask for

general assessment information that can be used to compare educational

programs rather than more specific inforr.on to show-the growth of

individual pupils on a specific set of "cational objectives. School

systems responding more to the externAV-i-udience than to others usually

rely on the collection and analysis of pupils' scores on norm-referenced
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tests. Teachers may get the' impression that their schools are not overly

cAnrornad with aqqpssing individual students and their growth in a given

classroom. School systems /responding more to their own internal audiences

(and -few seem to exist) might tend to rely more on criterion-referenced or

objectives-based tests or' teacher observation to provide information for

diagnostic and prescriptive purOoses. But a school system taking this

position might be subject to questions about the educational significance

of the scores obtained on these locally relevant tests--What do they mean?

Do they show whether the learning that has taken place is important or

trivial? How do the scores obtained on these tests compare with the scores

obtained on other kinds of tests?

A school system might attempt to reconcile both kinds of information

needs, to examine its total assessment requirements and needs, to determine

which kinds of information will address the range of needs, to decide which

kind of measure is most appropriate for generating the information

addressing a particular decision area, to specify for its participants the

intended uses of various measures, and thus design a coherent assessment

program which is perceived to have A variety ot overlapping uses.

One of the districts we did fieldwork in appears to have developed

//
mthis kind of assessment progra It does this by establishing broad policy

for the schools, and the -schOls in turn set policy for the instructional

teams in the elementary schools and the departments in the high schools.

In addition, both the district central office and the schools provide

active leadership in the development and selection of tests and their

instructional uses. Policy is clear, though flexible; and a great deal of

99



the testing appears to be "owned" by the school unit of concern--team or

department.

Teacher knowledge of tests and testing has come to be quite

sophisticated in the district through inservice and technical

assistance that is largely provided by local school and district

personnel. The testing situation appears to come close to the ideal. That

is, it

is parsimonious

offers tests oriented to classroom teacher§

shows teachers how to use tests so as to meet their classroom
instructional needs

does nct force teachers to emphasize tests that do not fit
their practical demands

permits teachers to administer/use a variety of tests

. is sensitive to the practical matters of teaching

. does nct iover-emphasize external reporting requirements, yet
. meets those requirements

1

In this district, the teachers, principals, and district officials

seem to accept the need for and value in generating information that will

paint the Jig (norm-referenced) picture, that will provide a wide angle

view about groups and progams. They don't over-emphasize this picture.

They also accept the need to generate information (criterion-referenced, or

objectives based, or teacher observation) about individual students and

classrooms that Make up the big picture. They don't over-emphasize the

value of this picture either.

100
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They seem to be using the right kind of, test to get the larger

aggregate picture, and a series of other equally appropriate measures, with

a different focus and with greater detail, to get a variety of snapshots

that are more finely grained than the broader composition. The district

has supplied the camera to get various pictures and takes the kind of shot

with the degree of resolution it needs. The schools and classrooms use the

same camera, but they select a kind of film that meets their needs, and

then choose a speed, angle, focus, and degree of resolution sensitive

enough to get the series of shots that they need. The end result is a

montage reflecting different aggregates of students accomplishing a variety

of tasks over time.

Other CSE work describing school and district attempts to link

assessment and instruction is described by Bank and Williams (1981).

IMPLICATIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

In the remainder of this paper I'll try to draw some implications,

both from CSE test use and other data, for schools who may wish to

establish an instructional focus for at least part of their assessment

programs. Where I can, I'll offer some tentative recommendations.

There appear to be at least three kinds of potential barriers--

methodological, technical, and organizational--in the way of establishing

assessment-instructional linkages.

Methodological Considerations

In a recent CSE monograph, Resnick (1980) describes the domineering

10.1
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influence of developmental and differential psychology on education.

Neither school of thought believes very strongly in the power of

education--specifically instruction--to influence children's capabilities.

Resnick describes developmental psychology as offering a theory of natural

development which is more efficient in suggesting how not to interfere with

development than in how to promote development. She pictures differential

psychology as useful in describing and classifying children and as a

discipline which sees education as adapting to children's capabilities

rather than creating capabilities. These dominant forces have sitrongly

influenced our disposition toward instruction and its assessment; their

impact is seen in the findings previously discussed.

Resnick suggests that as education attempts to develop competence for

all children, our traditional relianc on the dominant psychological models

will need to be lessened in favor of a, increased reliance on learning

psychology. She describes learning psychology as believing more in the

power and potential of instruction and, indeed, as embodying more knowledge

about how to design instruction.

If we are td address the issue of education's technical

core--instruction and its value--then we first need to examine more

closely, and perhaps alter our views about, the psychologicial models that

I

influence our views of schooling.
i

As part of our work examining the role of school district evaluation

offices--where they are, how they are staffed, whf1t they do--we

commissioned a series of papers to re-analyze the empirical data we

collected, test the data against some theoretical propositions about

U2
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evaluation and assessment in educational organizatjons, and cast some

recominendations about the need for changes in evaluatioft--aiqd assessment.

In one of the papers, O'Shea (1981) provides a Poli'tico-historical

explanation of why district evaluation units are more likely to engage in

achievement monitoring--did the program accomplish what it intended? as

opposed to analytic evaluation--what was the worth or value of the

program's accomplishment? This work is philosophically related to

the view that learning psychology has a pcwerful role in the design of

instruction, and it suggests that with the use of alternative forms of

evaluation and assessment we can promote linkages between assessment and

instruction.

O'Shea's concern was to describe those factors inhibiting analytic

evaluations in schools and districts and to suggest what might be done to

facilitate analytic evaluations. His principal point is that evaluation

(as defined above) of instructional programs as opposed to their monitoring

is thwarted by contradictions between the assumptions guiding most

evaluations and the nature of instruction in school settings.

He views the major inhibiting factor as stemming from the dominance of

the experimental paradigm in most evaluations. Evaluation following this

mode, with its assumptions about treatment cause and effect, obeys the

logic of technical rationality, which schools do not fit as we presently

have little theory from which to specify which instructional opportunities

will lead to specific learnirg outcomes.

In addition, O'Shea continues, schools are institutional rather than

technical organizations. In a technical organization, where means-ends
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relationships are known, evaluation can determine the efficiency with which

ends ar., achieved and the benefits of those ends in terms of a certain set

of specified costs. (Ways of beginning to identify and weigh these costs

are offered by Catterall later in this report.) Institutional

organizations, on the other hand, do not have a well articulated technical

core in which instructional cause and effects are known, and thus most

assessment programs monitor achievement of stated outcomes, usually on the

basis of some norm-referenced measure, rather than attach worth to them by

measuring individual pupil growth toward maximum potential.

Schools and districts wishing to examine relationships between

instruction, assessment, and learning will need to adopt evaluation

methodologies and assessment devices not at loggerheads with the nature of

schools as institutional organizations. These methodologies will need to

be informed less by the experimental paradigm and more by the qualitative

methods of ethnomethodology and anthropology, and enhanced by measures,

such as criterion-referenced tests, which permit examination of individuaf

pupil growth rather than provide some (exclusively) norm-referenced view of

the program in the aggregate. These more naturalistic observations may

begin to suggest thz, outlines of instructional cause and effect

4

relationships.

These views of Resnick and O'Shea tend to emphasize the potential

power of instruction, a power whi h teachers in our study would probably be

interested in given their concer \for instructionally related assessment

information. Attempts to supply teachers with the appropriate tools,

however, will need to be part of a, larger effort which addresses the

over-arching methodological considerations.
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am not suggesting that either the experimental mode of investigation

or the norm-referenced approach to assessment be abandoned; only that they

be placed in a context which recognizes the legitimacy of other

approaches, depending upon the specific evaluation and assessment tasks at

hand.

Technical Considerations

'The data in our test use study offer teaCher-perceived technical

limitations of tests, and also suggest that teachers might view their

district testing policy as having little coherence, especially from the

standpoint of how testing ties in with instruction and the importance the

district appears to place on instructionally-linked assessment in relation

to other district needs. Therefore, any attempt to work with teachers in

the appropriate uses of tests will need to address both test property and

test relevance. Teacher training in the former should deal with a test's

psychometric properties, the assumptions which drove its planning and

construction, its legitimate uses, and its instructional applications. CSE

is addressing such problems as those associated (1) with describing a,

test's properties and assumptions, (2) training teachers and others in test

development and selection, and (3) administering and using these tests for

instructional purposes. We have already developed training materials for

these purposes (Baker, Polin, & Burry, 1980). These materials get at what

seems to be a central concern for teachers describing test use; that is,

selecting or developing tests which meet teacher concern for validity,

therefore, which involves test match not only with what is taught, but
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also with how it is taught and to whom. This kind of training seems a

logical point of entry for districts attempting assessment-instructional

linkages, especially in light of the limited training provided to teachers

in test development and test use.

To be sure, there are higher-order measurement considerations to be

kept in mind, such as whether notions of classical test theory will

transfer and apply in the realm of criterion-referenced testing. But.that

is not the focus of this paper since it need not become an issue in which

teachers will be embroiled.

Test relevance training should address teachers' concerns with test

purpose, focus, and use; for example, through the establishment of a

testing policy that has coherente and usefulness for teachers. Planning

such a policy and testing program should not be taken lightly since it

involves not only providing people with knowledge of tests and testing but

must also deal with attitudes towards tests and testing. Planning a

testing program that attempts to balance the need to generate information

for external reporting requirements and information for internal

instructional decisions will not be all that easy. However, the practices

alluded to earlier that are already taking place in a few districts

addressing assessment-instructional linkages will offer some initial

starting points.

The matter of how teachers might continue to use their own measures,

and how these measures might acquire a more secure footing in district

policy, is still tricky. But CSE has begun work with teachers and district

staff in how teachers' own assessment techniques can be used in such a way

as to preserve their classroom instructional relevance at the same time as

tying in to larger evaluation considerations.

1"v
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Training people in test selection, test development, the use of

qualitative measures, and instructional usies of assessment will be a

difficult task. To supplement CSE training materials in these matters we

have begun to develop a series of resource papers for the practitioner
0

(Burry, 1981a, 1981c; Baker) 1981; Herman, 1982).

The primary job, it seems to me, will be to make efforts to involve

central office staff, school administrators, classroom teachers, and

others, through training and other resources, in concerted and collegial

planning of a testing program which addresses a variety of needs. The

difficulty, however, may be in overcoming some organizational problems

which might Make such planning difficult.

Organizational Characteristics

Any attempt to establish a testing program and a surrounding policy

that is mutually acceptable to central office staff on the one hand and to

principals and teachers on the other must address the organizational

realities of schools.

In one of the Kappan articles I mentioned earlier, Sproull and Zubrow

(1981) find that testing is not an important consideration for most central

office administrators. Our findings would suggest one or two important

qualifications to that conclusion, and would suggest that administrators

might not consider testing, except for external reporting needs, as

important; or, from the standpoint of teachers, it might appear that

administrators do not consider testing, except for external reporting

requirements, as important. To the extent that either statement applies in
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,a school district, then the need for collegial planni g and establishment

of a coherent assessment program becomes critical.

Research and development specialists, eva ators, teachers, test

developers, curriculum specialists, and admi istrators need to work

together to formulate ways in which evaluatio and assessment information

can be used to meet a variety of needs ich complement, rather than

; confound each other. A major concern of his effort will be to bring to

bear on the problem a variety of special ies and points of view to ensure

that testing and instructional matter are considered in concert, that

external and internal assessment and eporting requirements are balanced.

In this regard, just as teachers can t be faulted for the range of testing

expectations they express, neither can administrators really be found

wanting, given their organizatio al realities, if they stress, or are

perceived to stress, the uses f assessment information for external

audiences.

I already alluded to some of the work we commissioned (O'Shea, 1981)

which has a bearing on this issue. Some of the key terms already offered

were institutional vs technical organization and loose or tight coupling.

Other papers in the series (O'Reilly, 1981; Zucker, 1981: Grusky, 1981)

elaborate these issues.

Schools and districts face several organizational dtlemmas. First,

they are institutional organizations. As such, they are held accountable

to society, often via funding agencies, to meet societal expectations and

their evaluators and testing specialists may feel their principal mission

1 u 3
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is to justify what the schools do for audiences external to the school

system. Further, Unlike technical organizations--automobile producers,

food wholesalers and retailers, appliance manufacturers, whose output can

be measured directly against given input--institutional organizations lack

a strong technical core. In our case, technical core means instructional

treatments and specified,outcomes. With these two organizational features

in mind, educational evaluation, and the assessment practices it relies

upon, is (1) primarily directed to the needs of external audiences, and (2)

even if it began to focus on more internal--technical or

instructional--decision needs, the necessary theory of means-end is

lacking. Without this theory, the technical core of education,

instruction, is loosely coupled or decoupled from its surrounding

organization, and evaluation practices and evaluation information are seen

to have little Televance for those who provide instruction.

Because of the above considerations, evaluation and testing people do
-

not enjoy a great deal of status within the educational organization--

especially with regard to instruction. Should schools make systematic

attempts to link assessment and instruction, they may find themselves

competing for resources and recognition with central adminstrators and

evaluators concerned with external reporting needs. Once agAin, the

system-wide planning of an overall evaluation-assessment program, with

multiple purposes, will be critical. Part of this planning should consider

how evaluation and assessment functions can focus inwardly as well as

outwardly, and how the two can be legitimately placed and recognized in

district policy.

'1'39
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think that we can take hope from the few districs attempting

assessment-instructional linkages. CSE test use data from teachers

suggest their need for instructionally related information. Earlier in

this report Choppin and Dorr-Bremme offered suggestions that might be used

not only to reduce the amount of testing taking place, but also to increase

its usefulness to a variety of audiences with different information needs.

With the proper approach, teacher need might be linked with change in

assessment practice and policy which would not only enlarge the

constituency to be served but might also stied some light on the questions

we have about education's technical or instructional core.
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THE COSTS OF SCHOOL TESTING PROGRAMS

James Catterall

INTRODUCTION

Like the horse and carriage, schooling and testing go together. From

the surprise quiz to the competency exam, assessments in the form of tests

are universally practiced in the schools--as integral parts of curricula,

as guides to pupil placement, and as indicators of educational health. But

despite recent obervations that testing is proliferating in American

schools (Reznick, 1981) and that statewide testing programs often command

sizeable budgett (Anderson, 1977), neither education researchers nor policy

analysts have yet taken a comprehensive look at the costs of tesing in the

schools, or even described how such a task might proceed.

This paper represents a preliminary inquiry into the costs of testing

in elementarY and secondary schools. Our primary purpose is to create ways

of thinking about the topic, since there are no cost paradigms that have

established a permanent home in the vast literature on testing. Our

efforts will serve more to provide an underlying framework for substantive

research about costs and testing, than to provide immediate empirical

conclusions about the magnitude of current testing costs. Given the

present state of the art, our cautious construction of these foundations

seems warranted. 14
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We begin with a ,theoretical model which captures certain critical

relationships concerning the costs and benefits of testing. Introduced as

an economics of information pa.radigm, the model regards our interest in the

topic of costs and testing to include construct of optimality in the amount

of testing conducted in schools and efficient use of testing resources.

Both of these ideas demand precise knowledge about the tosts of testing.

We then discuss the fundamental elements of any analysis of testing

costs--namely, identifying and evaluating the costs of tests or programs

under scrutiny. These first steps will be seen to apply to cost analyses

performed under our economics of information paradigm, and to cost analyses

performed according to more familiar analytical frameworks such as

cost-benefit analysis and cost-effectiveness analysis. The heart of our

discussion remains with the issues surrounding, locating, and estimating

testing costs because of the importance of .these tasks to all "higher"

forms of cost analysis. We conclude with a discussion of the implications

of our remarks for substantive research into actual testing costs.

The Economics of Information and Testing

School professionals and education researchers hardly need to be

reminded that information is a valuable resource. In part our schools

exist for the purpose of transmitting knowledge--i.e., information that is

implicitly held to be of value. And researchers (or their sponsors) pay

dear prices for the information they collect in the name of educational

inquiry. That information, like any good, has both value and cost and has

led economists to the formulation of an economics of information paradigm

(Stigler, 1961). The paradigm is not so much a sub-discipline within the

field of economics as it is a way of applying neo-classical economic models

and micro-economic reasoning to the phenomenon of information-seeking. The

1.1S
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paradigm addresses such questions as what amount of resources should a

decision maker, such as a testing authority or a teacher, allocate to a

search for information? Or ,,ut another way, what are the patterns of costs

and benefits associated with information collection?

While the economics of information literature primarily addresses

consumer behavior and market information (e.g., how long does one search

for a lower price?), the overall perspective has direct applications to the

phenomenon of testing in the schools. By its very nature a test is a

device for collecting information. The information created by such assess-

ments can be regarded to have value to any or all of a number of

audiences--pupils, parents, teachers, administrators, public officials, and

society. Testing also has both direct monetary costs which appear in

school and 'district budgets and indirect opportunity costs which are

reflected in the use of resources that are not specifically budgeted for

testing. Figure I presents a typological outline of the costs (and

benefits) of testing, and implies certain definitions and relationships

that will contribute throughout the balance of this discussion.

What Types of'Costs are Associated with Testing?

It is helpful to have concrete notions of costs and benefits of

testing in the schools in Mind before considering the application of any

of our analytical constructs including the economics of information

paradigm. Figure I represents an attempt to identify the various types of

costs (and benefits) which can be associated with testing, the first step

in cost accounting. Overall, Figure I illustrates the complexity of the

general topic of costs and testing; it also points to the relationships

which are helpful in our analysis. A few explanatory notes,are needed:

116
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Figure 1

Costs and Benefits of Testing: Broad Typology

I. Costs Potentially
Related to any Test

Development
Administration
Analysis of Results
Dissemination of Results
Psychological Costs (e.g. stress,

self-image)

II. Costs Related to
Outside* Mandates

Legislation Policy,

Monitoring and Enforcing Costs
Compliance
Avoidance
Cost of Consequences

(e.g., remediation or legal
'costs)

Cost Elements
Professional

time(oppty).
service ($)

Clerical
time(oppty)
service ($)

Pupil Time
(oppty)

Materials ($)

Debatable
status as costs
"of testing"

III. Benefits of Testing (All ultimately tied to system effectiveness)

A. Information Benefits

Instructional management

Pupil administration and gutdance
Curriculum decision making

B. Other Benefits

Higher-level policy making

Incidental learning

Pupil motivation
Institutional motivation
Demonstration of concern for school performance
School-community-parent communications

*"Outside" refers to levels above the teacher/classroom, most often
district or state mandates.
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O
Section. I of Figure 1 lists types of costs which may be

associated with any test. All tests involve administration

and analysis of results in some form. Devqopment costs are

relatively large for tests like new statewide mandates, and

more negligible for a weekly algebra quiz, and so on.

O
Each type of cost listed in both Sections I and II can

involve a variety of tasks which are nct specified. For

example, test development can involve identification of

objectives to be assessed, item construction, and designing

and validating the testing instrument. Or legislative costs

may have many components which are not specifically shown.

The categories listed are potentially to be considered as

timbrellas for multiple activities.

O Each of the types of costs listed in Sections I and II can

generally be expressed in terms of the cost elements shown

at the right margin. These may be direct dollar costs for

personnel engaged or materials purchased, or they may

represent opportunity costs such as the time of personnel

already hired or the time of pupils. With respect to

individual time, it is necessary to consider time both

before and after test administration in addition to test

administration time. (Preparation time and lost class time

for "cooling out" test takers are examples.)

11 e
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O The costs related to outside mandates (Section II) include a

number of categories that are not relevant to normal

curricular testing. Mandated testing programs must be

conceived and legislated .(sometimes including experimental

studies or other research and analysis); they also must be

implemented and monitored. Further, they impose costs of

compliance and avoidance. Such costs pertaining to these

mandates can be seen as opportunity costs since they are

resources which could be devoted to other purposes within

the educational or public sectors.

O Outside mandates mAy create costs because of their

consequences, such as remediation costs for pupils who do

not pass competency tests, or legal costs if pui)lic

officials are sued as a result of the prospect or outcomes

of tests. Whether these coSts should be comAdered to be

costs of testing is problematical, and analysts might

recognize the need to establish boundaries which delimit

costs that are attributed to testing.

O The benefits of testing listed are generally tied to goals

of effectiveness within the educational system. The

informational benefits when conferred--accruing to pupils,

teachers, administrators, and policy makers at all

levels--can be assumed (or hoped) to have an ultimate

positive impact on instruction. Teachers can plan their

lessons according to the information gained in assessments

of their pupils, district officials can assign pupils to

classes and programs appropriately, and public officials can

create or modify programs according to what is revealed by

tests. (This is not to imply that all tests in fact confer

such benefits, whith is an empirical question.)

1 1 9
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0 There are also non-informational benefits which can be

attributed to tests. Incidental learning through test

taking is one probable benefit. Curricular tests can serve

to inspire more diligent study (due to pupil desire for good

grades, or to their aversion to failure), and state

assessments can have the explicit purpose of improving the

performance of schools. Also, political benefits may accrue

to decision makers who adopt testing programs as a

demonstration of their concern for education.

With this general inventory of costs and benefits of testing in mind,

we will now consider their relationships according to the fundamental

principles of the economics of information model. The discussion refers to

Figure 2 which provides several illustrations. The economics of

information paradigm suggests that certain basic relationships would hold

between the amount of testing undertaken in the schools and both the costs

and benefits associated with such testing. These relationships further

imply that there exist, at least hypothetically, optimum levels of

testing. In this analysis it may be useful to consider these relationships

from the point of view of a single actor or office (lor instance the

classroom teacher), although they could also be extended to apply in other

levels of analysis. Examples cited will adopt the narrower perspective.

120
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i

Relationships Among Amount of Testing,
Costs, and Benefits

I) Diminishing Marginal
Utility of Testing
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(a)

IWCost of Testing
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(b)
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(d)
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III) Optimum Levels of Testing

Cost or c or u
Utility

L

(e) M
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0
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The first principle shown is called the diminishing marginal utility

of testing. This refers to the likelihood that beyond a certain poiht as a

teacher gathers information, successive increments of information will be

less and less valuable. As the teacher gains information about pupils in a

regular testing program, we would expect added testing beyond some point to

contribute less and less to the ;:otal usefulness 01 the information

obtained. In 'section (I) of Figure 2, this is shown in two ways. In graph

(a), u refers to the total utility (or usefulness or benefit) of informa-

tion gained from tests, and (0 refers to the amount of testing conducted.

While the total utility mgy continue to rise as more testing is done, the

amount added' to that total frir 3ach additional unit of testing steadily

diminishes. Therefore, the curve beccmes less steep as it moves toward the

right. The adjacent figure shows that the added gain from testing or

marginal utility (mu) diminishes as the amount of testing increases.

Marginal utility is defined as the amount of utility added as a result of

successive increments of testing. The shape of the marginal utility curve

is derived from the shape of the total utility relationship to its left in

the figure.

The second set of illustrations, II (c) and II (d), illustrate a

hypothetical, but likely, cost relationship in testing. We assure that the

costs of testing are approximately proportional to the amount conducted.

This assumption is based on the fact that most of the types of costs listed

in Figure 1--particularly those related to test administration and

analysis--are directly tied to the amount of testing. This relationship is

represented in graph (c). In the graphs, costs are shown to rise in direct

proportion to the amount of testing. The marginal cost (mc) stays constant

as shown in graph (d), since added units of teSting are assumed to

contribute to costs equally.
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The importance and synthesisi'of these theoretical relationships

pertaining to the costs and utility or, benefits of testing are illustrated

graphically in Figure 2 (e). A necessary assumption we make in synthe-

sizing the cpsts and benefits for this illustration is that they both must

be thought of in equivalent units of measure. The most relevant construct

for testing in this regard is the notion that both costs and benefits might

be expressed in terms of instructional effectiveness. Testing contributes

to instruction in various ways and its costs ultimately (although sometimes

remotely) represent other learning opportunities foregone. Resources taken

from testing--i.e., dollars, personnel, materials, or others--could find a

variety of. alternate productive uses. The linking of costs to instruc-

tional effects is consistent with the typology of costs presented in Figure

1, even 'though the precise relationships between such resources and

instructional effectiveness remain unspecified.

The synthesis shown in Figure 2 (e) is best described in conjunction

with a classrosom example. Consider the teacher's decisions regarding an

appropriate amount of testing. On the one hand, testing brings gains in

the form of information (and perhaps incidental learning). On the other,

it exacts a variety lyf costs. According to the model, added testing is a

winning proposition up to a certain point, and a less favorable proposition

beyond that point. If the teacher is conducting an amount of testing

corresponding to point A in the illustration, increasing this amount of

testing would bring relatively more gains than costs. Gains are read in

the diagram as OL, since the marginal utility (mu) curve shows this to be

the amount of gain associated with increments of testing at this level;

costs are shown as OM, since the marginal cost (mc) curve depicts this to

be the additional cost of added units of testing at this level. This

123
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relationship, which urgeS fpore testing, holds up until the point where the

added benefits of testing just equal the added costs--the point indicated

by B where both added utility and added costs equal OM. Beyond this point

B, the instructional effectiveness of additional testing is shown to

diminish, overall, because the addition to benefits caused by added testing

is less than the addition to costs. Point C illustrates such a condition.

The economics of information model presented serves more to organize

certain thoughts about costs and testing than to provide a ready blueprint

for empirical assessment. Its first suggestion is that both the costs and

benefits of testing might be thodght of in equivalent terms, i.e., their

ultimate impact on instructional effectiveness. Then, giVen likely

patterns of overall costs and benefits associated with differing amoubts of

testing, the model suggests that,optimal amounts of testing are at least

theoretically identifiable. The first suggestion provides guidance as to

how the costs of testing might be usefully conceived. The second of these

Suggestions provides a basic rationale for an inquiry into the costs of

testing, since the level of costs identified take on importance in the

context of normative judgments about the amount of testing occurring in the

Schools.

Common Cost Frameworks and Testing

The economics of information paradigm encompasses certain more common

cost analysis schemes which could be included in our discussion, but which

will not be discussed for a variety of reasons. Our first objective is to

create an overarching framework within which the costs of testing can bq

approached '(the economics of information paradigm). Our second is to point

to substantive first steps that can be taken by analysts who have an

interest in pursuing empirical investigations of the costs of testing in

1"1
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the schools. This task is addressed in the balance of this paper.

Familiar frameworks, such as cost-benefit analysis and cost effectiveness

analysis, while having obvious connections to the paradigm set nut above,

lie somewhere between these two objectives--and so they must fall to the

dictates of priority and space limitation in this report. These constructs

treat the costs and benefits or effects of testing in ways that are useful

to specific investigations, and With individual"limitations which must be

recognized. aut either of these types of cost analysis and, more

important, any analysis that is prOposed under the broader paradigm, must

begin with the critical issues of identifying and evaluating costs, to

which we now turn.

The Building Blocks of Cost Analysis: Cost Accot.nting

The first.steps of any 'cost analysis can be called cost accounting.

We will first discuss the ideas generally, and then apply them to an

examination of testing costs. Cost accounting is the dual task of

identifying all costs pertaining to a program or policy and evaluating the

magnitude of each type of cost. Cost analysis conducted under any of the

frameworks we have discussed must begin with these accounting activities.

We cannot compare programs on the basis of costs, nor can we relate program

outcomes to costs without first knowing the types and levels of costs

associated with specific programs.

IDENTIFICATION OF COSTS

In practice, the identification of costs has both direct and obvious

aspects as well as potentially important dimensions which can escape

dete4ion. The direct dollar costs of programs are patently visible to the

1 2 5
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analyst, since they represent resources which must be produced in order to

initiate and maintain an act-tvity. As examples, we might consider the

school district which is planning for a minimum pupil competency testing

program and is examing two alternative approaches--buying a minimum

competency testing package at a set dollar cost per pupil or hiring a

consultant to develop a 'competency test for the district. The perceived

costs associated with each choice may be limited to the dollar cost of

buying the packaged tests in the first case or the size of the consultant's

fee in the second case. A simplistic cost comparison might incorporate

these direct costs and nothing more.

But a number of costs in educational programs do not represent direct

cash outlays to their sponsors and are, therefore, easily overlooked in

cost estimates and cost comparisons. These costs can be buried in the use

of resources which already appear in the sponsor's budget--such as the use

of teacher or clerical time. They also appear as costs that are borne by

entities other than the sponsor, such as other agencies or private

interests. These less direct costs are best understood in the context of

the full range of types of costs attached to educational programs and with

an understanding of who, including the sponsor, would be responsible.

Figure 3 illustrates both the range of types of costs which must be

considered in identifying and evaluating the costs of a program, and also

the various entities which might have to bear the burden of those costs.

Of course, the specific characteristics of a program being examined will

determine just which types of costs are relevant, and just which sources

will "pay" each and to what degree. Our simple school district competency

testing example can now serve us further. Beyond the cash costs for

purchasing a test package or a consulting fee for test development, the two



Figure 3

Illustrative Framework for Cost Accounting
In Educational

Entity Bearing Costs

Cost to
Sponsor

Other
Agencies
or Levels

Contributed
Private
Input

Imposed
Private
Costs

Total

cost

Personnel

Facilities

,

Material &
Equipment

Dther (Specify)

Value of Client
Time and Other
Client Input 1

(Adapted from Levin, 1975, p. 101) TOTAL $
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I

alternative testing strategies may involve variou more hidden costs

1
H _

according to this framework. If the testing packa'e underconsideration

for purchase includes scoring and reporting services ile the consultant's

plan involves district clerical personnel or teachers for test scoring and

score analysis, the consultant's plan contains a hidden cost that is borne

by the district--clerical and teacher time. If the consultant is provided

without fee by the state education agency, the consultant option is free

from the point of view of the school district, but it actually entails a

cost that is borne by the state--an outside agency. And yet another

ramification for cost analysis surfaces in this example: If two tests

12 7
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being considered by a district require significantly different amounts of

time for their administration, they exact differing amounts of additional

valuable resources--teacher and pupil time. In the terms of Figure 3,

these costs would come under the value of client time.

The costs within programs which do not involve cash outlays, but which

do involve the reallocation of a sponsor's resources to projects under

consideration, can be called opportunity costs. When resources are engaged

in ohe activity, they are by definition unavailable for other tasks. When

clerical personnel are assigned to test-related activities, they

necessarily will utiliie time which could be devoted to other purposes.

And while personnel allocation in this fashion does not involve direct cost

implications--employees are on the payroll regardless of their assignments

--the school district sacrifices the use of these resources for other

purposes when they are assigned to a particular program. Opportunities are

thus foregone, engendering the term "opportunity costs" (which in the

economists vocabulary refers specifically, to the value of the best

alternative use fb-14- a-resource).
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Several entries in the framework shown in Figure 3 were not relevant

to the competency testing example. This is consistent with the notion that

the identification of costs and of agencies or individuals responsible for

them, is specific to individual policies or programs. The remaining

categories in the framework are nearly self-explanatory, but a few comments

are offered: "Facilities costs," as with "personnel costs," may involve

direct elements such as buying or leasing s;lace, as well as the assignment

of existing facility space to a proposed project--hence an opportunity

cost. The "other cost" category allows for identified costs which do not

fit elsewhere in the scheme--travel is one example. On the incidence

dimension (across the top of the figure) "contributed private inputs"

include services such as time donated by volunteers. Volunteer services

are best understood as opportunity costs since volunteer resources are

generally scarce and have alternative uses. "Imposed private costs" refer

to such costs as pupil transportation when this is required by a program

and then provided by the clients at their own expense.

Some Practical Issues in Test Cost Identification

1 We have maintained that all cost analysis paradigms require specifi-

cation of the various costs embodied in programs. ThiS is an immediate

issue for current research simply because the literature does not offer a

taxonomy of the costs of testing across the full spectrum of testing

activities in the schools. Recall that Figure I offers an inventory of

types of costs associated with testing. This inventory provides only a

starting point in the cost-identification process since a variety of
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activities with cost implications may be identified within each category

presented. Also, the presence of a variety of cost elements within each

activity adds further complexity to the task of cost identification. For

example, test development involves a range of tasks including both analysis

of the domain of subjects and skills to be assessed, and also creation of

an assessment instrument including the development and validation of test

items. The costs which might be associated with these activities are

multiple.

The identification process will be specific to the type of test or

tests being examined. Cost types and elements may or may not pertain to a

given inquiry, depending on the type of testing involved. For instance, we

could inventory all testing being conducted in a school, or in an "average"

school, and proceed to tabulate for all associated costs. Or we might

select a specific test or type of test, such as an annual district assess-

ment, or a year's worth of unit tests in reading, and proceed to identify

the costs associated solely with those assessments. Our object of inquiry

dictates the specific costs to be included for analysis. In short, the

identification process inevitably returns to the nature of the question(s)

we are asking in the first place.

EVALUATION OF COSTS

The above paragraphs outline the tasks of cost identification--

determining what elements contribute to testing costs. Once relevant costs

are identified, and thei sources of responsibility assigned, the costs must

be evaluated to complete the tasks of cost accounting. As in the problem\

of identifying costs, the evaluation of costs has both direct and indirect \\

130
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qualities. In the case of resources for which there is a competitive

market, such as personnel, materials, and facility space, direct cost

estimates can be obtained from examination of existing budgets or through

cursory market surveys. Costs of these services must be accurately

assigned to budget periods under consideration. For, example, equipment

costs should be amortized over their expected useful life in order to

estimate an annual cost, if that is desired. And in cases where resources

are devoted jointly to more than one program, their costs to a single

program must be assessed on a share-of-use basis. The indirect casts--

facilities that have been paid-off, volunteer time, and client time, for

example--can be estimated on the basis of opportunity costs. There are a

number of standard references to cost estimation and cost allocation which

offer more detailed prescription in these methods of cost assessment and

allocation than we will provide here (Horngren, 1967; Anthony, 1964).

Evaluation of Testin Costs--Practical Issues

The evaluation of the costs identified in a particular inquiry has

been presented as a critical second step in any cost analysis. After enum-

erating the costs, questions of magnitude arise. The inventotry presented
!

in Figure 1 reveals several types of costs which might have to be eval-

uated. Some of these costs can be immediately linked to dollar figures

from examination of budget statement

1

. Appropriations for special mandates

at the state level are one such example. Materials costs within a program

may be another. Other testing rlrource costs can be converted into

dollars, if necessary, by determining their shares of use in testing versus

other activities and then prorating osts accordingly. The cost of school

district personnel time is an exampl\ where this may be required. If a

teacher spends ten percent of his or her time in assessment activities, an

1,31-
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equivalent share of salary and benefits could be attributed to testing in a

cost analysis.

Many testing costs are not readily measured in dollars. Pupil time is

one such cost, particularly at the elementary level where students have

little or no "market" value in alternative settings such as the workplace;

yet we do anticipate real costs to be associated with diverting pupils

from other learning activities. The various policy costs listed in

Figure 1 are also rather divorced from dollar equivalents. For example, we

can only guess what the legislature might legislate, or the state education

agency might develop and monitor, if they were not devoting time to minimum

competendy testing. Yet the fact that these offices devote resources to

testing may be of interest in a comprehensive cost of testing investi-

gation.

From a practical.standpoint and for an initial iiquiry, the evaluation

of costs should begin with careful assessment of identified costs in their

primary units. Teacher and pupil time should be observed in hours, along

with time contributions of other professional and clerical staff. Budgeted

figures for testing programs should be recorded in dollars, as should

direct costs such as materials. The cataloguing of costs with appropriate

values in this manner will provide basic data from which to analyze the

costs of testing inla variety of conceivable ways.

Analysis of Costs--ome Hypothetical First Inquiries

We have referred generally to identifying and evaluating costs as they

pertain to cost of testing inquiries and to their dependence of specific

investigations whiCh might be of interest. The term "costs of testing"

conveys little meaning without some elaboration. An analysis of costs and

testing must begin with a question or questions. The following examples

1 3'2
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serve to illustrate the range of questions and the varying foci that might

a
appear under the guise of "costs and testing." Each represents a distinct

inquiry and the list is not exhaustive, but actual inquiry must begin with

specific questions like these.

1. What is the total "cose'of all testing that is conducted in
the schools? in a given state? nationwide?

2. What is the total "cost" of all testing in the classrooms of
a school district that is mandated by state offices? by
district offices?

3. What is the total "cost" of testing ccnducted for curricular
purposes?

4. What are the costs associated with a particular type of
test?

5. How do alternative means of designing and conducting state-
wide minimum competency tests for high school graduation
compare on the basis of their costs? on the basis of their
effectiveness and costs?

6. Should a state'specify a competency test for use by all

districts, or allow districts to develop their own tests
within state guidelines?

7. What are the costs of compliance associated with a

particular testing mandate? For a school? For a district?
For a state as a whole?

8. How much testing should be incorporated in a 9th grade
algebra curriculum? a 5th grade reading curriculum?

9. Should reading teachers in a particular context purchase
end-of-level tests or develop their own tests?

/

While these questions are in some cases not pure inquiries into the

costs of testing, each has significant cost components which could be

assessed. Each involves specific units of analysis and implies the

development of a unique inventory of costs. Beyond this, the nature of the

questions asked will guide the evaluation and analysis of costs. The types

of analysis which might be undertaken in regard to these questions range

1 3 3
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from simplistic inventory processes to sophisticated cost effectiveness

analysis and econometric analysis. We will describe several hypothetical

types of analysis in reference to these questions, and in light of the

previous discussion of testing cost analysis.

Analysis Using the Cost Inventory

The cost identification process yields information that can be useful

for limited cost analysis and comparisons. While the cost inventory

applied to a given test or test program is likely to be performed with sub-

sequent and higher levels of analysis in mind, an inventory alone may be of

interest. First, the inventory presents a map of the various costs associ-

ated with testing. Even this rudimentary level of knowledge about costs

and testing is more than is often applied to issues of testing policies.

Second, rough ccaparisons of testing programs can be made on the basis of

cost inventories.The mere presence or absence of certain types of costs may

be important considerations in testing decisions. For example, two testing

strategies may appear to differ in cost only in their demands upon clerical

time. If the relevant clerical staff is already fully engaged, this

element of cost information could inform a decision about testing. And

finally, the inventory itself provides a guide to subsequent questions in a

cost analysis. Prior to the development of a cost inquiry, the investi-

gator is often not fully aware of what questions will be important to his

analysis.

Analysis Using "Total" Costs

While the cost inventory allows us to examine the types of costs

involved with testing programs, the inventorying exercise does not lead to

very precise assessments or comparisons unl,ess the costs identified are

also evaluated. As described above, a first oproximation of total costs
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can be obtained by estimating or recording an appropriate measure for each

of the costs related to a test or testing program. This might yield a cost

summary which looks like this hypothetical and very rudimentary example.

Figure 4

Sample Testing Cost Inyentory and Evaluations:
ATternative'School District Achievement Tests

Test A: Type of Cost , Estimated Level of Cost
,Test A Test B Test C

Teacher time 100 hrs 100 hrs 50 hrs
Pupiltime 2000 hrs 2000 hrs 2000 hrs
Clerical time 50 hrs 0 hrs 10

Materials $1000 $1000 $500
Machine $2000 $2000 $3000

processing &
fee

This example refers to a set of alternative hypothetical school

district achievement tests. The information that comprises even this

simple inventory illustrates the identification of the range of types of

costs involved and the types,of estimates (or calculations) that might be

generated for each of thoFa costs for each of the three tests. Before

sketching a crude analysis of these figures, even this simple example

raises questions as to how the cost identification and evaluation processes

might be carried out in practice. These activities have been described

more generally above, but specific comments can be directed to this

example. Test data in this simple form does not normally exist in any one

place in the records of schools.or school districts. Given a particular

test, such as a district achievement test, the investigator will

necessarily have to survey individuals involved in the process to develop

the needed information. Teachers are a likely source for much of the
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information--they are certainly best qualified to provide estimates of

pupil time and teacher time allocated to testing. Estimates of clerical

time and materials and processing fees may be obtained froM district

business officers or perhaps from district testing coordinators. An

important point is that a study of the costs of testing at this level

involves directly accessing information from individuals at the school and

district level.

The types of analysis that can be done with information shown in

Figure 4 are quite limited but not insignificant. Test A and Test B offer

a sort of comparison which was previqusly described. The two tests appear

to involve very similar costs, but differ in that Test A requires 50 hours

of clerical time and Test B requires none. If the tests were regarded

equally as serving the information and other needs of the district, this

analysis suggests that Test B would be preferred on the basis of costs.

But if Test B was considered to be inferior to Test A (i.e., they differ in

effectiveness), the decision is more complex. Nevertheless, at least the

cost implications of a decision are illuminated in this comparison.

The comparison of Test A and Test C illustrates certain limitations of

this type of analysis. The two tests vary considerably on each cost dimen-

sion, and the comparisons are highly inconclusive. While Test A is more

costly than Test C in three of the identified areas, it is less costly in

the remaining two. The utility of this comparison is constrained by the

fact that the costs as presented are incommensurable. How does an hour of

pupil time coMpare to a dollar of materials costs? and similar questions

confound the analysis. Whfle the example would allow us to say that Test B

has lower costs than Test A, no such statement can be made for a comparison

of Tests A and C. This type of analysis simply does not yield a single

total cost figure from which such comparisons can be made.
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Analysis Using Location of Costs

-Tests. Nany in. the degree_to_which theircosts are distributed among

various individuals and offices within the school and school policy-making

systems. This was described in the general discussion of costs_abo4e by

reference to the fact that programs frequently impose costi-on entities far

removed from the decision makers. The simple-location of costs associated

with a testing program or with a set of alteinative programs may be a

useful exercise. This would have limited value for an examination of, say,

weekly curricular quizzes, since they are likely to involve only pupil and

teacher time as significant costs in any configuration. But testing

policies such as state mandates usually involve multiple levels in school

policy-making and administrative systeMs--from the legislature and state

edUcation agency down to the pupil. In these programs, the costs are

ineVitably distributed across a variety of points within the total system.

And alternative schemes may involve_ greatly differing distributions of

costs regardless of their relative levels of costs.

Minimum canpetency tests for- high school graduation offer a clear

example of where cost location is important. A mandate might require

districts to develop their own tests according to a set of guidelines, or

it might simply specify a particular test or choice of tests. In the first

case, a cost assessment would no doubt reveal a substantial level of costs

imposed upon school districts .(and a substantial total of costs due to the

duOlication of similar efforts acrOss all districts). The second case

might reveal high costs accruing to state offices for test development and

implementation. Even without good measures of each cost, this locational

type of cost information might benefit testing policy discussions.

rI 7
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'Analysis Under the Economics of Information Paradigth

This model-provides-a,theoretical -model in whIch_to_consider the rela-

tionships between costs and outcomes of testing. As described, one of the

suggestions of the paradigm is that ultimately both the benefits and costs

of testing might be' linked to the effectiveness of schooling. The

resources applied to testing, whether in dollars spent or hours devoted to

the processes by individuals, are resources that have alternative uses in'

the delivery of educational services. At the same time, testing provides

benefits that might lead to enhanced delivery of those services and hence

to greater pupil outcomes. So both the inputs (costs) of testing and the

outcomes (benefits) cotild be reduced, at least theoretically, to their

impacts on educational outcomes.

The general application of this paradigm to testing and schooling,

however, presents numerous practical hurdles. In place of converting

benefits' And costs to dollar equivalents (which is required for cost-

benefit analysis) this model would require each of the benefits and costs

to -be directly associated with its impact on pupil outcomes (e.g., pupil

achievement, among others). This has direct analogies to the general

inquiry into the effects of schooling over the past two decades which was

in part fueled by the well known HColeman Report" (1966). The

subsequent studies of what factors contribute to schooling outcomes have

probably done more to establish the difficulties of input-output analysis

in education than to overcome them (see Cohn, 1979). Relating elements of

testing to schooling outcomes will suffer from analogous and more severe

shortcomings, because both the costs and benefits may be less concretely

definable, and their links to pupil outcomes even more remote than the

variables commonly employed in education production studies.
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The economics of information paradigm does suggest to us at least one

intriguing line of inquiry-, however, despite some of its,utilitarian short-

comings. Recent research into pupil learning in read.* and mathematics

has stressed the importance of pupil time in the learning process (Carroll,

1963; Wiley & Harnischfeger, 1974; Bloom, 1976), and the BTES Study

reported by Denham and Lieberman (1980). These studies have a common

quality in that they attempt to relate the amount of time devoted by pupils

to learning activities, and/or the amount of time that pupils are actually

engaged in such adtivitiei, to the performance of pupils on tests related

to those learning activities. The most recent of these studies (BTES)

builds elaborately on its predecessors-. It offers not only comprehensive

profiles of time use in second and fifth grade classrooms, but also

estimates of the effects of time utilization on the outcomes measured. In

the context of these types of estimates, pupil time devoted to testing may

take on added meaning. Hours devoted to testing could be expressed in

terms of their opportunity cost, i.e., hours not devoted to learning

experiences. And these- costs could be-translated into estimated effects on

learning using the BTES findings. Unfortunately, these data do not apply

to high schools, and we do not yet have comparable studies at the secondary

level. This approach would also have to acknowledge any incidental pupil

learning that takes place because of testing activities, since testing is

not, at this point, to be considered to be exclusively "down-time" from the

pupil-learner's point of view.

This type of analysis might not add a substantial amount of informa-

tion to a study of the total costs of testing, but if our inquiries suggest

that pupil time is a substantial component of testing costs either

generally or in specific contexts, then more thorough investigation of the

importance of pupil time may be justified.

1. '3
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CONCLUSIONS

Costs and testing represent a recent merger of time-worn topics for

education analysts. We know little ab-out the costs of testing in the

schools because few people have raised such questions. And we do not know

much about the importance of such inquiries except that the proliferation

of testing in recent years suggests that a look at the costs of testing may

be overdue. In this chapter we present a global framework within which to

think about the costs of testing--the economics of information paradigm.

This framework suggests that we might think ultimately about the costs (and

benefits) of testing in terms of their impact on instructional

effectiveness in the schools--0 construction at this time more appealing to

theorists than to practical investigators. Even with this limitation, the

paradigm sUbsumes the full range of questions and analyses that We might

pose under the guise of costs and testing, and so serves a useful purpose.

Practical guidance to those interested in testing costs is offered in

our discussion. -of the fssues_surropnding_the identification_and _evaluation

of testing costs. The results of these tasks form the basis for any type

of cost analysis, and constitute necessary first steps for anyone presently

putsuing questions of testing costs in the schools. Given both our

collective inattention to the whole realm of the costs of testing, and

given also the prerequisite nature of cost identification and evaluation,

sharpening these notions and tending to their practical ramifications are

top priorities as we contemplate future eopirical studies of testing costs.
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